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2 3 Wednesday, November 19, 1975 

4, Jey 

5 - United States Senate, 

6 - Select Committee to Study Governmental 

ry are 
Operations with Respect to 

MATION CONTAINED . 

? Aen ies ysis ig foley Intelligence Activities, 

eae [a BY Ab ) 9 Fe ; Washington, D.C. 

10: The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 o'clock 

Il} a.m., in Room 318, Russell Senate Office Building, the 

12 || Honorable Frank Church (Chairman) presiding. 

Present: Senators Church (peeedse 1g), Hart (Michigar 7): 
WARD & PAUL 

i) GN 

14 Mondale, Huddleston, Hart (Colo) Baker, Tower, Gold, Mathias and Schweiker. 

15 Also present: Frederick A.O. Schwarz, Jr., Chief Counsel 

16! and Curtis R. Smothers, Minority Counsel. 

18 7}. The Chairman. The hearing will please come to order. 

19 Our witnesses today are Mr. James B. Adams, thé Deputy 

20 Associate Dirsctor of the FBI, and Mr. Raymond Wannall, who 

el is the Assistant Director in charge of the Intelligence 

22 Division of the FBI. 

LO Before I swear the witnesses, Senator Mondale hag asked 

410 First Streot, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
24 if he might make an epening statement. And for that puxrpas 

£0 | the Chair recognizes the distinguished Senator from Minnssota. 
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@ = i Senator Mondale. Thank you vary much, Mr. Chairman, 
°o : i 8 . . 

g a I have always supported the FBI. It is clearly the finest, 

£ 5 most professional law enforcement agency in the nation .and 

A probably in the world.. In apprehending robbers, foiling 

5 kidnappers, catching fugitives, the FBI has an outstanding 

6 record. | 

f | This is based on my own axperigence with the FBI ican 

8 own state where I served as Attorney General. The vast pulk 

9 ||.of its work is devoted to law enforcement and legitimate 

10 |) counter~-espionage. 

a In these fields the FBI deserves fully the admiration 

12 || and respect which Americans traditionally held for the Bureau 

WARD & PAUL 
135 and its personnel. But in one area, domestic intelligence, 

14 || the FBI, in my opinion, has clearly gone astray; It now 

15 |} appears that there was an underworld within the FBI which 

16 || took the keaiien eee ies and zeal which was So effective 

1? |} against the real foreign threats and turned.them in upon some 

18 || of the American people. 

19 : vestircay thas Conmittes heard some of the most disturbin 

20 || tastimony that can be imagined in ee society. We heard 

21 || evidence that for decades the institutions designed to enforce 

22 the laws and constitutions of our country itself has begsn 

25 engaging rn beatae that violates the law and the Constituticn. 

e4 || Wea heard that the FBI, which is a part of the Department of 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

£5 | Justice, took justices into its own hands by seeking to punish 
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thoss with unpopular ideas. We learned that the chief law 

enforcement agency in the Federal government decided that it 

cid not neéd laws to investigate and suppress the peaceful 

“and constitutional activities of those whom it disapproved. 

We heard testimony that the FBI, to protect the country 

against those it believed had totalitarian political views, 

employed the tactics of totalitarian societies eaquince 

American siekenea. We heard that the FBI attempted to destroy 

one of our greatsst leaders in the field of civil rights, and 

then replace him with someones of the FBI's choosing. 

From the evidence the Committee has obtained it is 

Clear that the ‘FBI for decades has conducted surveillance over . 

the personal and political activities of millions of ioe 

Americans. ‘Evidently, no meéting ene eae eae no group 

too insignificant to escape their attention. It did not 

—e to-matter whether the politics of these ina eaae were 

legal or radical or whether the participants aie att, Mania 

or obscure. It did not matter-whether the information was 

intimate and personal. The FBI created indexes, more. 

commonly called enemy lists, of ee of Americans and 

targeted many of the Americans on these lists for special | 

harassment. Hundreds of Gious=nee of Americans were victims 

of this surveillance program. Most of this was done in secret. 

Much of it was kept from Congress and the Justice Department 

and all of it from ths American people. Mo one outside the 

TW 55086 Docld:32989543 Page 6 
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FBI has ever had an opportunity to know and Beovenetees the 

full extent of the sonestte urveilisacs program that was 

then page cuconanceed: ane i 

| "Thus we see that ean aanan the case of the CIA the 

tey issue was naecunee sais How we can assure that the 

secret instruments silk locate title al ical to the 

people, .the Congress and’ the law. 

Tt is clear that che FBI's authority for these programs 

is essentially non-existent. I am not persuaded that the 

secret presidential orders of president Roosevelt support the 

Domestic tnteiieenee en and even if it did, I do 

not believe that any President has the authority to order the 

FBI or anyone alse to spy on Americans, to burglé their homes , 

to eee them, to open their mail or to blackmail Chew. 

one of the most ikea aspects of this affair is 

that the FBI never paid very much speneien to whether their 

ee are authorized or not or whether they were legal 

and constitutional. One former -senior intelligence officer 

has testified that he never once heard a discussion about 

legality or constitutionality. Most governments in history 

have Peed on some form of police power to determine what 

views would prevail in theiz society. However, America was 

“based on the. revolutionary ‘concept that the SeoeTa should 

decide what is right and what is wrong, ad He acceptable 

and what is not. 
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_That is what wée meant by a free government, and our 

forsfathers were convinced that-it can exist only through the 

greatest te1erence af ceeee ona opinion. MThsy placed their 

faith in the people to er alert to Jcevoaennente on their 

liberty.’ | 

The foundérs of our country knew that the greatest 

danger to freedom comes from the efforts of government to. 

suppress the opinions of Ges opponents. They set up a 

system which limited the powers iol asennad, Bocca it in 

the constraints of the law, and prohibited it from infringing: 

on the rights. of people to free expression. And through 

the. separation of power, the system. of checks and balenees, 

they ies to didi ieie the Executive would: bs accountable 

to the peoples through the Congress. ~ 

For the 200 years .of our existence as a nation the 

preservation of i voaces esas a constant struggle. . Whether 

it oe Alien and Sedition Acts during the French 

Souoiaeien: tha Red Scare and the Palmer Raids of World War 

de or McCarthyism after World War II, or Army. spying during 

ae Vietnam War, the government has let a-fear of unorthodox 

opinion lead it into the trap of infringing upon the 

Constitution ge arate of eee) security. 

The issués 2 confront today are a part of a continuing 

Grama of American democracy. It is proof, if we svar needed 

it, that the price of liberty is ‘eternal vigilance. 

WW 55086 Docld:32989543 Page 8 
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‘Peyenaeione of.abuse of power, do not threatan domestic 

security. These hearings do’not weaken the FBI. What weakens 

it is its failure to adhere to the proper role of law 

enforcement. Somehow Lt forgot that this was its job. It 

began to use its enargy to spy on Americans whose only 

offense was an expressing opinions that some in the FBI did not 

1ike.. 28 confused talk.of eis tence with acts of Violence, 

and all too- often paid more attention to the talk than to 

‘the “act. 

- The answer, of course, is that violence justifies 
- 

prosecution, not survéillance.. Our sacurity is not improved 

‘by watching those-who commit crimes. Security from violence 

lies in active and vigorous law enforcement of those who 

ate committing crimes. -Séecurity fram dangerous: ideas; if 

we need ae seed should coma not zrom the FBI but 

from the mérit of better ideas, in the weed Sense of the 

American. peoples. - = 

Our liberty is best protected’ by- scrupulous adherence 

to the law and the Constitution by the agencies of government. 

No government agevicy likes to be. the subset of public 

serutiny.. I know these have been aifficult times for the 

present leadership of the FBI, — of whom were ae involved 

in these see qeeis at all. But if they had been .spending a lot 

of tims responding to Congressional investigations, they 

could not forget that this is the first time in 50 years that 

o- 
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@ the PBI had been geubjectee to public scrutiny. 

@ ie yee as this. -process.is, I hope the FBI it tself. 

3 would welcome the opportunity ‘to let in some fresh’ air and 

4 in _to grips with. the seciialis in candor and not retreat. into 

5 past patterns of stirring up public fears to distract our 

8 ‘attention from the necessity of reform. : 

0 . Mr. chairman, ‘ay I ees that ‘yesterday I am told that 

8 following our hearing the FBI respondéd exactly in the spirit 
° 

.: 

9 that I had hoped it would. If they can take this constructive 

LO one ea I have no doubt that the FBI will benefit from 

ii this a conneten: I want to ‘See a strong PBI, an FBI strong 

le in law et? in the Asteetion of crime; and in the - 

WARD & PAUL 
13 gathering Of legal evidence: for prosecution “and conviction, | 

14} -but an FBI without abUsES .. | 

15 “AS we -proceéd. with these hearings today, we. should also 

16 pace mind the responsibility for the sie we have 

1? uncovered dogs not rest on the FBI alone. We da. the 

18 ‘Congress have been derelict. It should ‘itt have taken until 

19 | this date for us to discharge eur responsibility for 

20 investigating FBI and other domestic int a aia, 

al ; We should also realize cee er the FBI has. been performing 

221 a paces which many Americans , and at times the vast 

‘£95 || majority of Americans, have wanted to seé undertaken. When 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
e4 || popular opinion brands a group unAmerican and subversive 

29 || merely because of its political views, all too often the FBI 

WW 55086 Doold:32989543 Page 10 
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has reponded to public &xpectations and from pressure, from 

a higher authority in government. 

While this doss-not excuse what happened, i should 

temper our criticism of the FBI's excesses by understanding tha 

in large part it was only the iveeennene of our own intolerance 

Indeed, I believe that is why our laws ani the charter of the - 

FBI must -be carefully redrawn to protect the FBI's integrity 

from sevice -ereseuses and hysteria. a 

Finally, it would bée a mistake to regard the abuses 

of the EBT as those of évil men. ‘The FBI has always been 

composed of dedicated and hard-working public servants who 

seek to do their jobs as sesh Aika daa. the lesson we learn 

from this history is that we cannot keep ode liberty secure 

by relying alone. on the good faith of men with great power. 

As Mr. Justice Brandeis once wrote: 

"Experience should teach us to bs _— on guard to 

protect liberty when Sovaraneets purposes ane beaneficisnt. 

The greatest dangers £6 liberty lurk in the insidious | 

encroachment of mén of zeal, well-méaning but without 

understanding.” .. i, et, Se ~— 

It is my hope that the FBI witnesses wé- will hear today 

can suite is as to how it can conduct internal security 

surveillance ue eenene which do not infringe on our 

eens curious ieee as, I hope they can suggest iecniectad 

assurances that the abuses of the past will not be repeated. 

ores 
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We nesd more protection than promisés of self-restraint 

by men of good will. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

- The Chairman. Thank you, Sénator Mondale. That is 

an excellent statement with which I would like to be fully 

‘associated. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. I would, Mr. Chairman, also, 

except that I want to make clear my family certainly did not 

support, encourags, or by peardatel position give any 

indication to the eeniees wine whaes could do what they did. 

I don't want to saved far in suggesting that what we heard 

yesterday was simply responding by the Bureau to the mood 

of those years. : 

In those years if we hee ows what you were doing, 

I lay dough, most families would have said — it. 

Senator Mondale. ‘That is true. I think one of the 

points that we might aver to is the Houston Plan and the 
A 

‘tremendous pressure the FBI was ‘placed under to again resume 

techniques that it had abandoned in 1966, There is no 

Gisseien that they were getting private pressure from higher 

authority to do eines: In that instance they didn't want 

it. | } 

The Chairman. Wsll, I-was struck with the fact that 

the Houston Plan, as illegal as it was, was limited to techniqu 

far more restrictive than the far-reaching methods that were 

QS 
=“ 
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employed by. the FBI during the years that we have reviewed in 

yesterday's naseinge: They led beyond anything that was 

Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 aveE contained in any’ official documént réquesting from 

the President additional ee 

Now I think, Mr. Adams, Mr. Wannall, in addition to 

swearing you BoER: if you are going to have Beseeeen to 

ask others who aré with Gon to tastify in response to certain 

questions, that it would be well ae eye time to swear them 

also. - a 

So 1£ that is the case, anyone who supaetoatee that he 

may be. testifying in -this morning's hearing in HeaneHee. ts 

questions, if you will all stand and takes the oath at this 

WARD & PAUL 
time 

Do you and each of you jade swear that all of the 

testimony Phat you will give in these proceedings Will be 

one truth, the whole truth, and nothing ee the truth, ao. 

help you God? | 

ir .cAdams .. ‘ Tsdos:; 

“Mr. Wanhall:. I'do.0 >. ee ee 

-- ThefGhairman: wAfter::yesterday's hearing I. asked the staff 

to furnish me with ‘ike statutory sukdundie that presently exist 

that could be said to relaté.to. the: PELE's. in telligence activities, 

which was of course:the subject of yesterday! s hearings. 

And I am furnished in "response to that request 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

Title XVIII, Section 3933 of the United States Code, which 

NW 55086 Doela: 323695435 fage i3 
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reads as follows: "The Attorney General may appoint officials: 

oneé, to detect and prosecute crimes against the United States; 

two, to asSsisti in the protection of the person of the 

President; and three, to conduct such other investigations 

. regarding: official matters under the control of the Department 

of Justice and the Department of State as maybe directed by 

the Attorney General. 

. Now yesterday, Mr.. Wannall, we were told about a series 

of activities that were seals by the FBI, and indeed, 

initiated within the FBI, ‘the purpose of which was to harass 

and discredit Dr. Martin iuther King. | 

Now E am not referring to the results of any FBI 

inpantaqative activity, but rather, I am referring to thess 

kinds of initiatives that were undertaken for the purpose of 

.€@ither harassing or embarrasSing or otharwise discrediting 

Mr. King himself. 

My first question is was Dr. King, in his advocacy of 

equal rights for black citizens, advocating a course of 
4 

action that in the opinion Of the FBI constituted a crime? 

TW 55086 DoclId:32989543 Page 14 
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- (ESTIMONY OF JAMES-B. ADAMS, DEPUTY ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

.. OF THE FBI, AND. RAYMOND WANNALL, ASSISTANT’ DIRECTOR, -. 

- 2 TEBI INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

=e - - = 

eae No, sir. 

The Chairman. So he, was not .then thought to be engaged 

in any criminal seeeai In fact, he was preaching, as I 

remember those uve, non-violence, was he not, as a ‘method 

of achieving ecucd Sones: or black citizens? 

Mr. Adams. That's ei. dae payoedery for civil rights. 

The Chaizman. His advocacy of civil rights was non- 

violent and therefore legal in character. 

Mr. Adams. That was not the basis of our Pagee sean 

of him. 

The Chairman. But as you have said, he-was not 
ae 

éngaging in any unlawful activity in connection with his 

advocacy of é¢qual rights for black citizens. 

Is that correct? 

Mr. Adams. Yes, Sir. 

The Chairman. Well, is it re that at one time the 

PBI undertook to discourage an American college from conferring 

an ieaeeees degree on Dr. King? 

Viaes Adans. Yes, sir. 

The Chairman. On what legal basis does the FEL have 

a right to interfers,in an effort to discourage a college from 
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Gonferring an honorary degree upon a man like Dr. Martin 

Luther King, who was not engaging in or suspsctéed of engaging 

in criminal activity? 

. Mr, pia, I know of no basis. 

The Chairman. Why did the FBI do it? 

Mr. Adams. Well, we havé to approach two. parts, in 

my estimation, Senator Church. One, the basis for’ our. 

investigation of Martin Luther King, which was to détermine 

communist influence. on him,.my hands are tied in discussing 

that soméwhat on the basis that: there is cartain information 

which today, from an ongoing operation is sensitive and 

which, of course; we have made known toe you and certain 

staff members. e ye 

I would like to say on the basis that from’ our review 

we feal that we initially iad a basis for investigating een: 

Luther King. 

Now as far as the activities which you ars asking about, 

the discrediting, I know of ae pais for that and I will | 

not attempt to Syeciey ree 

The ‘Chairman .. You néver madé a finding, did you, that 

Martin Luther Rig vas a communist? | 

Mr, Adams. No, gir, we did not. We ware Papneer eatin 

communist influence and the possible effect on him, We 

never made such a determination. 

The Chairman. Very well. Then there was no justificatidn 
”~ 
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for the FBI to interfere? 

: Mr, Adams. To discredit him. 
i. 

The Chairman. In soneareag an honorary degree upon 

him. . a | 

Mr. Adams. I cannot find any justification for that. 

The Chairman. Is it true that the FBI on another occasic 

intervened in an sient to prevent Dr. Martin Luther King 

from séeing the Pope? | 

Mr. Adams. I believe that is correct, sir. There were 

approximately 25 incidents, I believe, of actions taken in 

this regard. I think Mr. Schwarz has chose ayes apis: ee 

% I would lump basically all of them into the same situation 

of I. sée no statutory. basis or no basis of justification for 

the activity. 

The Chairman. But what was the. motive, there bitiee no 

peat basis or other valid basis? What was the motive 

for attempting to prevent Dr. Martin Luther King .from Histeina 

“aee the Popé? a 
aw 

Mr. Adams. In tesking at ineiiielia sievliia:, ~E don't chink 

the files which we have reviewed and made available to the’ 

Committee, give me a clear picture of what.ths motive was. 

I think that there were, the motive was certainly known £0 

Mr. Hoover. It was known to one top official who is. no longer 

with the Bureau and maybe known to others, all of whom have 

besn interviewed by the Committee, Matters bearing on whet 

S5066 Docld: 32969543 Page i7 
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1 might have been the real motive or the possible motive, I 

again fssl, beécausé of reasons of privacy and delicacy, aré 

Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 S not a proper subjéct of discussion at a public hearing. 

4 . I think we know what could have. influenced this, but 

o one, the primary individual, Mr. Hoover, is not with us. 

6 Individuals who weré closest to him in this effort.are not 

at with us. And the Committse itself has interviewed him. 

8 So I really am not in a position to discuss this motive 

9 issues. Se: ae 

~- 10 2 The Chairman. Nevertheless, you would agree that 

11} whatever the motive, it was a very improper thing to do. | : 

e eTape £2 Mr. Adams. I cannot find any justification, no, sir. 
Q | ) 
- 13 | ee ws 

14 
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The Chairman. Is it true that after Dr. Martin Luther 

King had been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize, that an 

inkeaniaienk: Sahin was sent to Dr. Martin Luther me and to 

Mrs. King, Coretta King, his wife, which was sent 34 days before 

he was to receive the Nobel Peace Prize? 

Mr. Adams. I do not think those dates are correct. 

ihe Chadenan. Well, it was sent = 

Mr. Adams. It was before:.he was to receive it. I think 

34 days -- upon reconstruction by one of the members of my 

staff, 34 days would have been Christmas Day, and sibsacetads that 

34 days -- } 

The Chairman. It is hard to believe that such a letter 

would be written on Christmas Day. 

Mr. Adams. It was ot aeeeten on Christmas Day, but 34 

ave -- the Nobel Peace Prize I. think. was on December 10, ‘the 

letter = 34 days.from the date.of the. mailing of: the letter - 

as sae been reconstructed, as best as possibie, would have been 

Christmas Day. 

The Chairman. Was the letter written and sent by the 

FBI? 

Mr. Adams. We have no information. to that effect. All ; 

we know is that the draft, Or Original, of what may have been 

the letter was found in papers::of the FBI left.after a former 

official departed the FBI. We know that based upon inquiries 

that we have conducted and you have conducted, we know that the 
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letter was not -- I mean it was in connection with other 

material. So I think we can assume -~ 

The Chairman. Other adéerians which were sent. 

Mr. Adams. That's right. So T can assume that the letter 

was sent. I have determined nothing from my review of the 

files, and neither has your staff, to my knowledge, or has been 

reported back to me which would indicate that this action was 

duly recorded in any file or was a-part of any authorized 

program or anveniag else. this is a void that I donot think 

any of us has been satisfactorily able. to resolve. 

The Chairman. We know the letter appeared in the files. W 

know that the letter was received. We know it.was associated 

with other matters that were sent by the FBI to Dr. Martin 

Luther King. | 

Mr. Adams. The letter was never in our files in the sense 

that it was entered into the official files of the FBI. tt was 

among papers -- 

- ‘The Chairman. .It was. among. papers... 

Mr. Adams... Left. by. an. individual. who. had. departed. 

The. Chairman... That individual being Mr. Sullivan? 

Mr..Adams. Yes. sir. - : : , 3 

The Chairman. The letter read, "King, there is only one 

ene left.for you to.do.. You. know what it is. You have just 

34 days in which = do; -#t; this -exact :nunber has? béeén -sélected 

for a specific reason. It has definite practical significance. 

iS23989543 Page 20 
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You are done. There is but one way out for you." 

Now, if you had received such a epee. how would you have 

interpreted it? What would you have thought! it meant? 

Mr. Adams. I have read that statement. I have heard the 

conclusions SE wear staff that it was a suicide urging. I can't 

find any basis upon which they drew that conclusion. I think 

that, approaching it from an objective standpoint, as I read it, 

I don't..know..what~itimeans. 

I think rather hen a conclusion it should be a speculation 

in a PeSenoOr. possibilities as to what was intended, but I 

cannot -- I sonet understand the basis for.it. It is a 

possibility, but I seaiicliaia deeded not reach such a conclusion 

from my.reading.of that.statement.... 

The eae. Now,.if.you had.received.a letter.of.this 

kind.and.it had. been directed to you, if.you.were in Dr. King's 

position and you read, "King, there is only one thing left 

for you to do. You.know.what.it'is. You have just 34 days in 

which to do it." Now, that happened. to. correspond to. the time 

before which he was to receive the Nobel Peace Prize. What 

would you think that .meant?. 

ie, Miles, I would have to consider what I was being 

accused of. I would have to consider what the facts were. I 

would have to consider what the intent of the person was writing 

saen a note, coming just before Christmas. I don't know if Lt 

means, it is an urging to repent from something this person, 

rr 
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1 |jlwhoever he was, that had sent it, I have no idea what it meant. 

Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 

) The Chairman. It is certainly no Christmas card, is it? 

3 Mr. Adams. It is certainly no Christmas card. 

4. The Chairman. It reads, "You are done. There is but one 

5 liway out for you." 

6 What does that mean? 

” Mr, Adams. I don't know. I don't know if it means 

g |t}confession. I don't know if it means suicide, as has been raised. 

9 |i have no idea. You have the statement... I am not in a position 

_10 |}to say. TI haven't interviewed anyone that was' with him at the 

11 || time he received it. 

12 The Chairman. Would you disown bats: ecatenene and say that 

13 ||} any connection the FBI had with it was utterly improper and 
WARD & PAUL 

14 || grotesque? 

15 Mr. Adams. I certainly would say it was improper, and I 

16 || can't justify its being prepared.or sent, yes, Sir. 

17 Senator Mondale. .Mr. Chairman, if I might just interrupt. 

18 . The Chairman. Senator Mondale. .. “rT 

ai hc Senator Mondale. What I asked yesterday of the staff was” 

29 || what Dr. King took it to mean. I have no knowledge 6f. what.thos 

2] || who framed this letter intended, and those who were with him at 

20 the time he read it, including Congressman Young who was one of 

23 his assistants at the time, said that they took it to mean a 

a 24 suggestion that he take his own life... 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, 0.C. 20003 

25 Mr. Adams. I am not in possession of that information. I 
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1 jlam being put in a position, I don't know what the staff determined. 

2 |l\fhey did not repdért back to me on their findings. 

Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 
3 The Chairman. The letter will speak for itself. You 

4 |lpersonally have disowned it. | 

5 Mr. Adams. Absolutely. 

6 The Chairman. As a highly improper thing for the FBI 

7 ||1to be connected with in any way, do you agree with that? 

g it Mr. Adams. Yes, sir, yes, sir.. 

9 _ The Chairman. Now, without going through the many 

10 | different and specific undertakings that were intended to public 

11 || ly discredit. Dr. King, because my time will not permit that and 

12 ||}others will want to question.you on.other specific matters, I 

13 || have just one further question to. put -toyou.. 
WARD & PAUL 

14 Yesterday there was a document of the FBI which suggested 

15 |) that in the opinion of the Bureau, .Dr. King was an unsuitable 

16 | leader for the civil.rights movement, .and.that another ian 

17 || should be looked for, and indeed, another candidate was actually 

1g || suggested to Mr. Hoover as one who should. betpromoted in 

-19 || various ways so that he might ee leadership of this 

20 movement . | 

2] - Now, can you tell me of anything in cue: a: or any other 

99 || Justification, given the inission of the FBI, that would entitle 

53 || it to decide--who should lead political movements in this country 

24 ||) or to undertake to degrade a man who had fought and won such 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

295 || leadership and had the support of a great many black people in. 
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1 |[this country, and white peoplé as well, and to substitute in ‘his 

2 llplace someone of the FBI's selection or someone who stood in 

S ithe FBI's favor? 
Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 

A. Can you think of any justification for such activity on 

5 |jthe part of a law enforcement agency? 

| 6 Mr. Adams. I can't think of any offhand, no, sir. 

7 The Chairman. Neither can f. 

8 | Senator Tower? 

9 _ Senator Tower. Thank you, Mrs Chairmans +. 7". ie 

LO What is your.understanding, if you have any understanding 

11 |}of the underlying causes of the feud between Mr. Hoover and 

WARD & PAUL 

12 ||Dr. King? i i 

13 Mr. Adams. Senator Tower, I feel if we got into any 

14 || discussion of that, I think we would have: to take into consider- 

15 || ation certain material which I feel.should. not be disclosed 

16 publicly, and I would respectfully ask that a question of motive 

17 of Mr. Hoover-and the spat with Mr. King should be discussed 

18 || in eas aieiase session,.if at all. arr | 

19 | _ Senator Tower. .-All right.. 

20 |l - HA WOCS AetonayicanBear Rabvennach wasewugocned by Mr. 

91 ||.Hoover of the Bureau's. surveillance of -Dr. King-; 

2° What was the Attorney General's reaction? What was his 

23 || position once he was informed by: Mr..Hoover of this surveillance? 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

24 Mr. Adams. I don't recall having seen it. 

25 ' Senator Tower. In cther words, did the Attorney General 
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lL tigive any direction to the Bureau in the matter that you know of? 

2 Mr. Adams. Yes, Sir. I know that, of course, on the 

5 ||wiretapping on Martin Luther King, it was approved by the 
Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 

4 \|Attorney General. I know that the President of the United States 

5 jand the Attorney General specifically discussed their concern 

6 |itwith Dr. King over: Communist influence on him. I do know there 

? |lwas concern, but I don't tie in this date, 1965. 

8 Senator Tower. Do you know whether or not Mr. Hoover 

9 |lever sought direct‘authorization from Mr. Katzenbach for this 

_ 10 || very sensitive surveillance. of.Dr. King? 

11 Mr. Adams. I don't know... Attorney General Kennedy approve 

12 |} the actual.surveillance that was instituted on Dr. King. I 

13 || don't know of any correspondence between Attorney General 
WARD & PAUL, 

14 || Katzenbach -- 

15 Senator ‘epee: Or any.personal communication between them 

. «+16 || that would have indicated the level of the Attorney General's 

! | 17 || involvement? 

18 Mr. Adams. No. 

19 If my recollection serves me correct, as far as Attorney 

. 20 || General Kennedy ee ee requested.coverage on Dr. 

2] || King. The Bureau .responded.with a request in writing, which 

292 || is our normal procedure. He declined to approve that request, 

23 || and then we came back later, a few months later and requested 

24 || it again, at which time he did approve. That is my recollection 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

25 || of that. 
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Senator Tower. Why did the Attorney General change his 

mind? Do you have any idea, or is:.that again a matter of 

sensitivity? 

Mr. Adams. I don't know why he scene changed his mind 

from originally requesting, then declining when it was submitted 

and then approving it on the second go round. 

It may be in the files. If it is, I would be glad to see 

what I could determine. 

. Senator Tower. If you could, we would like to have that. 

Mr. Adams. Yes, sir. 

Senator Tower. Mr. Adams, you have been familiar with the 

Bureau's domestic intelligence work for many years. How did 

the Bureau come to launch the COINTEL program and what in essenc 

did COINTELPRO accomplish? 

Mr. Adams. Well, the program as such, as I can reconstruct 

from the files, was.indicated as concern over conspiratorial 

efforts of certain groups, and a.decision made that perhaps 

more affirmative .action.should.be.taken to neutralize violence 

which was becoming of more concern.to the FBI in that regard. 

I believe these are some of the basic considerations that went 

into the canis of the .COINTELPRO.. 

Now, as far as the first one, which ies. She Communist 

Party, of course, there was the concern here to neutralize the 

effectiveness of the Communist Party in the United States. In 

fact, out of ali of the COINTELPRO operations that were approved 

o2989545 Page 26 
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59 percent of them were directed at the iach il Party. The 

bulk of the concern initially was with the Communist Party and 

it was a desire to create factionalism within the Communist 

Party and try to neutralize its efforts. 

The Communist Party, Congress itself, still has a determina 

tion on the record as to the threat of the Communist Party ina 

statute. The Supreme Court has held that the Communist Party is 

an instrument of the Soviet--Union. The Soviet Union certainly 

has not relinguished its interest in the United States as a 

target. All of these. considerations.went into should we do 

something not only to. follow. the. activities of the Communist 

Party, but should we destroy its effectiveness in the United 

States. 

That was the first program, I believe, that, was. initiated. 

Senator Tower. Now, did the Bureau ever seek direction and 

counsel from the Attorney General on any of its COINTELPRO 

efforts or specific programs? 

Mr. Adams. As best as I can reconstruct}, Senator, there 

was no direct authority. requested.from. any Attorney General for 

the initiation of these programs, .and..it is only a question, as 

your state presented yesterday, that the Attorney Generals, 

Presidents, Congress, had pean made available of certain aspects 

of programs after the fact and those were primarily concerned 

with the Communist Party and, oh, oné other organization but 

not the New Left and these other types. So I cannot find any 

NW 55086 Docld:32989543 Page 27 
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evidence, and I have no reason to believe that there would be 

any evidence that the Bureau initiated these programs other than 

ae an internal decision. 

Senator Tower. Well, were reports on these programs made 

to the Attorney General? Was he informed of them? Was he kept 

informed on a continuing basis? 

Mr. Adams. He was kept informed by letters, which again 

the staff has alluded to, letters reporting certain developments 

For instance, one of them that went to one Attorney General, 

reading of that letter outlined almost in complete detail Klan 

activities, activities taken to disrupt the Klan. It used 

terms of netttralize, disrupt. There was a clear explanation of 

what we were doing against the Klan in that regard. 

Senator Tower. How is it that you came to believe that yo 

had the authority to neutralize or disrupt these organizations 

rather than proceed against them frontally through prosecuting 

them for law violations? | 

Mr. Adams. I.guess you would have to say, in a position 

-Like this, that it is just like the Smith Act of 1940, which is 

designed to prevent revolutionary groups from advocating the 

overthrow of the Government, and .then subsequent .interpretations 

as to the constitutionality of it leaves us with a statute 

still .on the books that proscribes .certain aesicas, but yet the 

degree of proof necessary to operate under the few remaining 

areas is such that there was no satisfactory way to proceed, 

WW S5086 Docld: 32989543 Page 25 
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and it was an area where -- 

The Chairman. Will the Senator-yield at that point}; please 

What’.you are saying, Mr. Wannall -- Mr. Adams, excuse 

me, is that you did not operate within the’ law because the 

law didn't give you sufficient latitudé:. Therefore you under- 

took direct action to disrupt and otherwise undermine these 

organizations. 

Senator Tower’. Did you proceed on the assumption that 

these organizations wouid eventually break the iii and therefor 

you sought to neutralize and disrupt. them before they did? 

Mr. Adams. I can't say that, sir. I think that the investi- 

gations of them were based on this belief, that they might 

break the law or they were breaking the law. The disruptive 

activities, I can't find where we were able to relate to that. 

What it boils down to is what we have gotten into a question 

before on: in our review .of the sianabies mccuak men GE the 

FBI recognizing or having a good faith belief that there was 

immediate danger to the United States -- " 

Senator Tower. All.right, but to. repair to Senator Church's 

question, you don't say that you really had aueeieie legal 

authority. 

Mr. Adams. No. And this is the hangup with the whole 

program, and which we are not trying to justify, that there is 

some statutory basis.. I would not make that effort whatsoever. 

All I'm trying to do is say that at the time it was initiated, 
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we had men who felt--that: there was an immediate danger to the 

country. They felt they had a responsibility to act and having 

felt this responsibility, did act. And lthis is the whole proble 

we have:at ‘the-present-time, because we do have, one, we can 

see good evidence of their belief there was a threat. We had 

cities being burned, we had educational institutions being 

bombed. We had deaths .occurring from all of these activities. 

We had a situation that.we didn't know what the end was going 

to be. We never can look around the poenee in intelligence 

operations. We don't know if ultimately this might bring the 

destruction of the country. . All we know is we had an extremely 

violent time. =So’I.don't find any basis in my mind to argue 

with their good faith belief.they were- faced with a danger. 

Now, when they move over to the second area of responsi- 

bility, here is where we have the problem, and I think it is 

the whole purpose of this Committee, the Attorney General, 

Mr. Kelley, all of us realizing we. can't Sperave. dn. 2nese areas 

where we. feel. responsibility. but. we..don't.have a mandate by 

Congress. So in that area; this: feeling..of. responsibility 

I. feel. came. from. the. fact.that. Presidents, as your staff said 

yesterday, Presidents;,..Congressmen, the Attorney General, no 

one really provided direction and guidance or instructions 

don't do this. Do this, don't do that, or what are you doing 

and how are you doing it. } 

For instance, there is some feeling on the part of some 

2989543 Page 30 
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that our whole domestic intelligence operations were secret. 

The COINTELPRO operation was. I mean, I think we all agree that 

this was, to be effective, they felt it should be secret. But 

back in our -- this is printed appropriation testimony which } 

went to the members of the Committee. It was mailed out to 

newspapers, friends, anyone that was interested in it, back 

in 1967°*talking about Internal Security's operations, the New 

Left movement, Young Socialist Alliance, Chicago trial, nationwide 

demonstrations, student agitation, anti-war activities, the 

Committee of Returned Volantssrs: Communist Party;,:U.S.A.°, 

Progressive Party, Socialist Party, extremist staanitraciens, 

Black Panther Party. .All of these items and statements about 

extremists, white extremists and hate type groups, ae Republic 

of New Africa, Minutemen, our coverage of subversive organiza~ 

tions -- there are several groups, organizations and movements 

which I discussed.showed. the wide.coverage we must.maintain 

to eoliGw on these activitkes.and changing tactics, and in spite 

of the proliferation of.these.organizations, our.informant 

coverage at.all.levels.has.been.of .great.value and.assistance, 

enabling us to keep iveast of. our investigative responsibilitie 3 

This is the same way through all of.our public appropriatio 

testimony. We have: told: the world we are investigating black 

hate groups, New Left groups. 

So, I merely mention this to try to put in the frame of 

reference of these men feeling, they know we are investigating 

(e2989543 Page 31 
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them. They didn't tell then, oouen,. ou sufficient detail other 

than scantily before the Appropriations Committee what we were 

doing to disrupt these activities, and my feeling is that the 

men recognized the danger, they pointed out the danger to the 

world. They said, we are investigating these organizations and 

they felt then that the comfortable climate of leave it~up to 

the FBI, we should do something more. And that is what we are 

looking for guidelines on, the Attorney General, Mr. Kelley, 

you, that..give.us the guidelines under which:we.should..operate. 

iJ. sNow, there are certain guidelines that we don’t need to 

be given, we shouldn't do this. We don't have such activities 

today, programs designed to disrupt and neutralize in the 

domestic intelligence field. But beyond that, we need guideline 

on what does the whole of Congress, representative of the people, 

by passing of tegisvetion say this is the FBI's role in 

domestic intelligence.. 

Senator Tower. Mr. Chairman, my time has long since 

expired. ee 

I would like to note that I saw Mr. Kelley on the Today | 

Show this morning indicating strong support for 2 gies aeuas to 

CongresSional oversight, and that is a healthy attitude. 

The Chairman. Well, I think it must come because, as” 

you have really conceded, you shouldn't have ever had to have 

had the -guidelines that the Federal Government's chief law 

enforcement agency ought not to disobey the law, and really, . 

(32989543 Page 32 
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you don't.’need explicit guidelines to tell you that, or you 

shouldn't “have. 

Wouldn't you agree? 

Mr. Adams. I would say that looking at it today, we should 

have looked at it that way yesterday, but I do feel, I don't 

have any doubt about the good faith of people recognizing the 

danger, feeling they had a responsibility, no matter ieee fault 

it was, ours internally or beéause we weren't given “the:super- 

vision we should have been given, and taking what they considere 

to be appropriate action. 

The Chairman. Senator Hart. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. I should apologize both to 

witnesses and my colleagues on the Committee for scrambling 

around loosely, but in explanation to the witnesses, I Have not 

been able to give attention to the evolution of the files that 

are now at hand until the last couple of days, and I am not 

sure what is in the files for the public record, and what of 

the ante I have been shown.in the last couplé of days since 

I got back are still under. seal...So just out of memory I am 

going to summarize certain eee which have been acknowledged 

that the Bureau undertook, but without being specific with: respe - 

to location and names, and I do it for this reason. It is 

right that the Committee and the press be worried about the 

treatment of a Nobel Prize winner, Dr. King. 

There are an awful liot of people who never got close to a 
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Nobel Prize whose names are Jones and Smith, that my review 

of the files show had violence done to their First Amendment 

rights. And Nobel Prize Winners will always get protection, 

but Joe Potatoes doesn't, and this Committee should focus on 

him, too. 

Now, included in this COINTEL were activities like this, 

anonymous letters, drafted by Bureau offices in the field, sent 

to headquarters in Washington, approved, and then put~ in the 

mail, intended to break up marriages, not of Dr. King but of 

Mary and John Jones because one or the other was thought to be 

a dissenter, might have dressed strangely or showed up at 

meetings in company of others who dressed strangely; anonymous 

letters to university officials and to the several newspapers 

in that city to prevent university facilities from being made 

available to a speaker of whom the Bureau disapproved, and it 

oer not a:top flight, big gene aoesket..: In that case, an 

anonymous letter was sent to me making protest. Being an 

anonymous letter, it never occurred to me that it came from the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

“The series of anonymous ietieney eae with the spelling 

very sloppy, and another more Secndetiedtad. 

protesting the employment by a city of a man alleging that he 

was a Communist or came from a Communist family, and there are 

loyal Americans out of work, what are you doing, Mayor. And 

to the press, isn't this an outrage. And again: the letter, the 

s 
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anonymous letter sent to me saying what are you going’to do abou 

this. There are loyal Democrats in this town who need work. An 

in that case I happened to have known the man about whom the 

protest was made, and the Bureau's facts were wrong as hell on 

that man's loyalty. He was a loyal as you or I. 

Now, yes or no, are those actions regarded now by the 

Bureau as within bounds? 

Mr. Adams. No, sir. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. Why were-they regarded as within 

bounds when they were approved by the Bureau?>? 

Mr. Adams. Well, I think even under the aiaeienGe of 

COINTELPRO, as established, the programs were not designed for 

the purpose of harrassment of an individual. The memoranda 

indicate::they: were designed to disrupt the organizations. Some 

of the turn downs were turned down on this specific wording. 

This is mere harrassment. : 

. The rationale would have been -- and of course, here, I 

say some of these you mentioned wouldn't even appear to me to 

meet the criteria of the program and should have been disavowed, 

even under the existence of the program. However, in the total 

context of the program activities were to be directed towards 

the organization itself, but we do not do that at the present 

time. 

. Senator Hart of Michigan. Yes, but everything I have 

25 summarized, rather poorly, was approved by the Bureau at the 

TW 55086 vecrasdbonone Page 35 
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time by headquarters, not by the field office agents. 

Mr. Adams. I do think that there were improper actions 

taken under the program, even under the program as it existed. 

Mr. Kelley has so stated his recognition of that fact. The 

Attorney General certainly has. vet the majority of the actions 

taken, even the Department concluded were lawful and legal, 

“proper investigative activities, but the -- 

Senator Hart of Michigan. You see, my feeling is it isn't 

a question of techniques that are ee The concept of the 

program baie to ia ie to the First Amendment because 

everything you did sought to silence someone or threaten 

somebody to silence, or deny somebody a platform, or create an 

atmosphere in which people were in fact afraid A assemble. 

‘Now, sometimes law enforcement, legitimate law enforcement 

has what we call this chilling effect, when-'it is legitimate 

law enforcement. Oftentimes that chilling effect is a necessary 

though regretable ‘side effect. ee I am talking about, 

and what these files are full of are actions the. only purpose 

of which is to chill. It isn't in pursuit of any. crime at all. 

Indeed, .when * court of general 4urisdiction approved the use 

of that university premise .for the.use of the species tek: 

Bureau had .stirred:.so much controversy with its anonymous 

i Ashlie saiieids Sialiial “tadiiee Dia iakdiaie, iia lien sponsoring 

group -went to .court, what was the Bureau's reaction from 

headquarters? Investigate the judge. 
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Now, that, you ae if -- 

Mr. Adamsv-.I'm not familiar with that fact. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. Well, setenee was I until last 

night. 

Mr. Adams. The instruction was to investigate the judge? 

Senator Hart of Michigan. This is the kind of stuff that 

I came out of the hospital to find, and it is the sort of thing, 

as I said yesterday, that my children have been telling me for 

years you were busy doing, and I simply didn't believe them. 

And they were right and I am wrong. 

Mr. Adams. Well, there were about 3200 activities, and 

shout 2300 I believe or .so were approved under the COINTELPRO, 

and over 59 ‘isan were addressed .to the Communist Party. That 

leaves 1000. And out.of 1000, perhaps, I don't: know what the. 

actual .figure was of ones.that.just-clearly stand out as: 

improprietous undér .the ._program,.even as it existed at the 

time, but I do feel.that --.well, it is.a.very difficult area. 

Senator.Hart of.Michigan.. My.time.is-up, too, .I am sure, 

but on this business of.the Communist Party, if-your theory © 

-continues.to be that any-.socially active group of citizens 

who organize, whether Women's..libbers or fight the bomb or 

anything else, might bea target -for infiltration by the 

Communist barky and therefore you can move your agents in, that 

means, almost not as.an overstatement, that any and every citizen 

activity could be made the target of the kind of business that 

:o2989545 Page 37 
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I have just described, because every individual is apt, during 

his lifetime, to engage in violence. If that is justification, 

then you are justified in running tails on everybody. 

Mr. Adams. Well, that was not -- 

Senator Hart.of Michigan. Everybody has got--that’ privilege 

and that clearly is a police state concept. 

Mr. Adams. That is not our criteria. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. All right, but if the criteria 

is three or four of us get together and we have a sort of 

nutty idea, just the kind of thing the Communists would like to 

exploit; and therefore you seek to justify shutting off the 

forum for that group or to suevestic it, the potential for 

Communist intrusion, then, if that continues to be your theory, 

then I.say you are, you are going to pursue the same wretched 

road that these files show you have been pursuing before. If 

that is the predicate, the.fact.that.a Soviet or Marxist or 

Maoist Hottentot is liable to .think there is an idea that we 

can eyoleits.4nen you .people.are ,going.to-be .epending how many 

man hours, .how many..tax dollars doing the kind of things that 

.L.summarized so.briefly here. ... 

That in my book is the.20th.century version of what the 

Founding Fathers intended to prevent’ when they wrote the First 

— = 
~ 

Amendment. 

What is the: position of -the Bureau when’a.Communist . 

may participate, associate with and promote an idea, this 

NW 35086 Docld: 32989543 Page 36 
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justifies you trying to figure out’ if you can bust up a marriage 

1f two of ene people are in the group?’ 

Mr. Adams. It “does-not, and it is not our criteria, no 

sir. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. What does it justify? 

. Mr. Adams. It justifies our doing nothing in the way of 

COINTELPRO activities. I still feel it has a justification, 

_that you agree with,to investigate the Communist Party. It is 

when you get into the disruptive areas where the program goes 

beyond investigation that we have no Statutory authority. 

Senator Hart of Michigan. Well, we have been emphasizing 

COINTEL. Would it justify putting tails on the people? 

Mr. Adams. What, just a --. ua . 

_. Senator Hart of Michigan. Or putting an informant into 

the group. 

‘Mr. Adams. If it is 2 Communist group? 

Senator Hart of Michigan. No, .if it's me and somebody 

else that thinks we oughtn't to have.something that a majority 

of people think we should. We organize and.you..people say, 

well, there is .something the Communists can take and run with. 

Mr. Adams. No, sir. 
— ei - —— 

Senator Hart of Michigan. Does-that justify putting a 

tail on them? 

Mr. Adams. It does not, and we would not. Before we 

would even open for a preliminary inguiry, we should have an 

TW 55086 Docld:32989543 Page 33 
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inaveaticn that the Communist Party has attempted to infiltrate 

or is infiltrating, in other words, where you have some evidence 

of'a sanvensive group, participating in the functions of that 

eauce oe ticn, aad there are grey areas here, in the spectrum 

of anything where I am sure we have opened investigations where 

we should not because there has been scant evidence of such 

infiltration. And this is a supervisory problem. It is a 

criteria problem. And it is also an oversight problem which 

we are responding to. ) 

| iaitines Hack of Michigan. My time is up and I haven't gotten 

into some of the other material. 

The Chairman. Well, Senator, .you have not been with us -- 

Senator Hart of Michigan. .No, no, I.just -~ - 

fhe Chairman. tT£ you wane more time, you havea’ lot of ti 

stored up. If ‘ote sabia die use it now, you. go right ahead. 

Senator Hart .of Michigan. Wélli let me ask the justificatic 

for this sort of business. | 

IT have been talking about the things I have seen in the filles 

that bear on direct, .First- Amendment denial, .and again, this 

does not deal with the treatment of a distinguished American. 

Indeed, it involves groups that are generally viewed with very 

sharp disapproval. The .ground sited: Hon the treatment should 

be precisely the same, whether it is a good guy, a popular 

guy, or a dirty and smelly guy. 

What was the purpose of the Bureau in trying to stir up 

le fe leg REE late a9 
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strife oe perhaps =I shouldn't say what was the purpose -- what 

possible justification for the Bureau trying to Sick the Black 

Panthers on that outfit call the US out in California, or bétwee 

the Black Panthers and the Blackstone Rangers in Chicago? Was 

it with the hope that by fomenting it they would kill each other 

off? 5 

Mr. Adams. Absolutely not, and I think the Committee 

staff can inform you that during their review of all of these 

matters they haven't come up with one instance of violence 

resulting ass any of these actions, and te that particular 

case there was a communication in the same file which I believe 

the staff had access to which showed that we did get informatio 

that one of these groups was going to put out a contract on one 

of the. others,. and we notified the weiies and the individuals 

of the fact that their life was .in dangers 
-” 

~ 

None of our programs have.contemplated violence,, and 

the instructions prohibited.it, and the record of turndowns of 

recommended actions.in some .instances speeifieatiy Say that 

we do not approve.this.action because if we take it it could 

gee ie, Rosato ae individual....... om 

So I think this is one.charge --.and the staff did not 

make such a charge, I might add, when they presented the picture -~ 

but I think any ieaveace that we were trying to result in 

violence is wrong. : 2 | 
> 

Senator Hart of Michigan. Let-me explain for the record 
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why I peaenea the conclusion I did.. 

Mr. Adams. The wording of that nena eendan -— 

__Senator Hart of Michigan. And why I continue to hold to 

that conclusion. 

On January 30th, 1969, the Bureau headquarters in Washingto 

approved sending an anonymous letter to the leader of the 

Blackstone pencade, Jeff Forky, which indicated that the Black 

Panthers had put a contract out on hieaee Pe : result of 

conflicts between the two organizations. Now, you say that was 

I ask, wasn't the principal purpose of the letter to 

encourage the Rangers to shoot some or all of the leadership 

of the Panthers? Otherwise, what does this quote mean, and I 

will read it,. It is from a memorandum from the Chicago office 

of the Bureau asking approval to undertake this. Here is the 

way 1t reads:: "It is believed cine the above" this anonymous - 

tip that a contract .is.out.on you, "It is believed that -the - 

above may.intensify the degree of animosity pees the two 

groups .and occasion.Forky to.take retaliatory actions which 

could disrupt:-the_BPP, the Black Panthers, or lead to 

usp tenis, soeanee its leadership. . Consideration has. been 

given = Similar letter to the Panthers alleging a Ranger 

plot against Panther leadership. inves, it is not Felt that 

this will be productive, principally because the Panthers at 

present is not believed as violence prone as the Rangers, * > 
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to whom violent .type activity, shooting and the like, is second 

— ~s — E w —- = nature." 

Now, how, can you reach -any conclusion other than a purpose 

was to generate the kind of friction that would induce the 

killing -- _ | 

Mr. Adams. Well, if that purpose was for that rather than 

generating factionalism, disagreements, disrupting it, it would 

be contrary to the communication I referred to in the other 

file, the Black Panthers versus Ellis, where we notified the 

police of the contract, we notified the individuals of the 

contract and took every action at our command to prevent 

direct violence, and also the fact that the files showéd'‘that 

we turned down these situations where violence was involved. 

NW 35086 Docld: 32989543 Page 43 
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¢ : : 

| : i.j-- ++ genator Hart of Michigan. Well, we have | differing 
° . 

© : e views with raspect™ to motives and the purpose of the Panther 

: o |. situation in Chicago.’ I ‘still do not jiidiecntnial why the 

4 Panthers and this US group in California we sought to be set 

o as they were but finally, and again, I don't know whether it 

6 || is in the record, open or not, for what purpose other than to 

fs occasion violence moved thse Bureau to approve of forged 

8 signatures of Communist Party personnel to letters addressed 

9 ‘to Mafia-owned businesses attacking the- employment‘ practices 

10 | of the Mafia-owned business? 

ii . Why would a Bursau, why would the Bureau think there was 

12 || any value to be served in concocting a forged letter? 

WARD & PAUL 
13 Let us assume Phil Hart is a local communist in this 

14 }.. city... The Bureau forges Phil Hart's name to a racket-owned 

15 || business, notorious for using muscle, protesting that féllow's 

16 |} business practicss. : 

L? Now certainly it was not intended to improve the 

18 || employment practices. 

2 wie SL ” Mr. Adams. I think if the full communication were 

20 spa eri it did show a purpose unrelated to violence. I 

21 don't: recall the sas. Gae eon, but I think it was to 

Be eveiie &a lack of support Be sone enine like that. 

23 This was part of that Hoodwink program, I belisve, that 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
24 ll’ was on# of four actions that were involved in Hoodwink, and | 

25 || I think there have been some public descriptions of that. 3 
+ aes 
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program that indicate that it was not the greatest thing 

coming Ae Ce | 

Senator rT ee Well, that is thé sort of 

thing * found that persuaded me to say very openly that I do 

bse egy the idea that the American people ultimately are 

responsible for that kind of nonsense because I am certain 

that virtually évery family in the country would have screamed 

in protest no much how much they disliked Dr. King or tha 

Panthers or the Comrmtihists. “7 

Mr. Adams. Sir fas 

Senator Hart of Michigan. Lf they had known that tax 

monsy and Federal personnel were busy, busy, busy speuna 

the country, notwithstanding bank robberies that were going 

on ‘at’ the same time, pounding out that kind of correspondence 

and inciting that kind of conflict and curbing speech. 

Thank you, Mr.~ Chairman. 

The Chairman. Thank you very much, eenaer Hart. 

Senator Mondale is next. | 

“Senator Mondala.: Mr. Adams, I reéalizé that you were 

not a part of this particular éveéent, Bie baing an old, 

sxperienced FBI hand, I wonder if you could help us understand 

the psychology that led to this kind of memorandum. — 

Mr. Adams. I feel it coming, but go ahsad. 

Senator Mondale; This is a memorandun to the Dirsctor. 

It has been referred to before, which calls for removing 

S53086 Docld: 32969543 Page 45 
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King from his pedestal and replacing him by soméons élse, 

datéd January Sth, 1964, which memo was written a week 

folkowing the timé that King was named man of the year by 

Time Magazine. .. 

This memo, as you know, received the following comment 

from Mr. Hoover. "I.am glad to sés that light, though it 

has .beén delayed, has come to.the Domestic Intelligence 

Division,” and so on. 

I would just quote part of the language and maybe you 

The first part -of the memo says: "We have got to remove 
~ 

King from his pedestal." Then it says, "the negroes will b e 

left without a national léader of sufficiently compelling 

"personality ‘to steer it in-'a proper direction. ‘This is 

what could happen but need not happen if the right kind of 

national negro leader could at this time be gradually devélopsd 

- go as'to overthrow Dr. King and bé in the position to assume 

the role ‘of leadership of the’ negro people when King has 

been completely discredited. | 

‘i eee I have pean opine ae teeta tine nattee. 

One day I had an opportunity to aueaene this from-a philosophic L 

and sociological standpoint with 0 oe the name of ye 

leader -- "whom I have known for some years. As I previously 

reported, he is a very able fellow and ons on whom I can 

rely. I asked him to give the matter some attention, and if 
~ 
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he knew any negro of Seesesnaiad intelligences or ability, let 

ma know and we would have a discussion. 

"tHe has submitted to nia Cie name of the above-named 

parson.- Enclosed with this mémorandum is an outline of 

X"s biography, which is truly senor Nie. In scanning this 

biography, it.will be seén that xX does have all of the 

qualifications of the kind of a negro I have in mind to 

advance to posi tions+of national leadership." . : 

And skipping: “I want to make it clear at once that 
- 

I don't propose that the FBI in any way ‘becomé involved 

Speuiy as the sponsor of a négro ieadsr to overshadow Martin 

Luther King. If this thing can be set up properly inhouse 

the Bureau in any: way becoming directly involvad, I -think 

Lt weula BARGE snes great help to the PBI, but would be- 

a fine thing for the country at baci. 

‘While «I'm not seuieteoiiie. ab this nioment, ‘ieee en 

various ways in which the FBI could give this entire qaeeee 

the proper direction and development. There svelnicniy placed 

contacts at the FBI who it might ba very helpful to further 

such a step. This can be discussed at a later date when. 

I have probed more fully into the possibilities and this. 

recommendation is that approval be given for me to explore 

the whole matter as set forth above," and to that Mr. Hoover 

says, "I'm glad to see the light has finally come. -I have 

struggled for months te gat over the fact that the communists 
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G! Now I think you testified earlier that you do not accept 

7 this as_ proper FBI activity, but can you help us undérstand 

5 how at -one point in American history someone enoeane it was 

proper, apparantly including the Director? 

7 * Mr, Adams. I would have to say for a thing that this 

4 gets into the real ueiee of the discrediting of Martin Luths 

9 ‘King, which: I’ dort feel can be fully explored. I think that 

10 || the people most directly involved in that are not available. 

11} because I don't know from my sxperiencs what they had in 

121 mind in this regard. } | _ 

WARD & PAUL 
Ls . I havé no.doubt From this. memorandum and other memorandum 

14 ||- that the two individuals’ involved felt vary strongly that 

1s Martin Luther King was a. threat to the success of thse negro 

16 etiam and that steps should be taken £o gat him out of 

1? | that -- what the reason for iad Ge the motivation, I’ am 

18 || just not in a position to say. | 

oe “EEO -_ I’ do say it is improper to mse yourself edie: hae 

20 ‘ct ne '? (B of activity, but I don't know what the real motive was. 

al Senator Mondale. Now Dr. King was. investigated, as I 

ee || think you sarlier testified, because of fears of communist 

£5 || influance upon him? 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
RA. Mr. Adams, Yes. 

25 - -‘Ssnator Mondale. Is that a proper basis for investigatin 
1 4 
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6: 6 ‘Dr. King or anyone <+1se? 
© ~ 
N . . “ 

cs — * ' a . * e s ° 

5 a - Mr. Adams. It is where you have information indicating 

a ; . ene - 
& 2 that the Communist Party is and has made efforts to try 

- to influence an individual. 

5 I would say that that would normally be considered 

6--l| within the current criteria. 

¢ - Senator Mondale. . You would consider that to be a 

meee ra 

8 valid purpose for investigating today? 

9 Mr. Adams. Excuse me, what? 

10 }- Senator Mondale. You would consider that to be a 

ll | valid basis for investigating today? 
| 

2 . . 

é Le Mr.:-Adams, The Movement itself, but not the individual. 
O - : os catt : " . . 

e < 15. Senator Mondale. How do you,investigate a movement 

14 |}. without investigating individuals? : - 

15 Mr. Adams. You do get into a gray area. The main thing 

16 Son be if we had an organization today that we saw the : 

ie Communist Party gravitating to, trying to work in posheions 

18 of leadership, we would be interested_in opening an investigation 

e706 29 | hon Communist infiltration Ge tek cna to see if 

20 || it was affacting it. | | 

el } Senator Mondale. All right, now let's go back’ 

22 specifically. 

25 . I gather there never was any quéstion raised about 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
24 || whether Dr. King was a Communist. That-was never charged. 

25 Mr. Adams. Not as a Communist Party member, no, sir. 
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Senator Mondale. That's right. Or that he was about to 

or had committed acts of violence?. 

...Mr. Adams. Wo.” 

Senator Mondale. But the réason for investigating him 

apparently was that he was subject to Communist influence. 

Now what makes that a justified reason for investigating 

him? Is it a crime to be approached by someones who is a 

Communist? 22 | — 

Mr. Adams. No. ~ 

Senator Mondale.’ What is the legal basis for that 

investigation? | | } 

Mr. Adams: ‘The basis would be the Communist par ene. 

on him and the. effect it would have on the organization. It 

would be in connection with our basic investigation of the» 

.Communist Party. 

Senator Mondala. Well, as I understand the law to 

read, it is not a re to he a member ‘of a Communist Party - 

Mr. Adams. That is correct. 

Ssnatoe Mondaten How can it be a crime to know someons 

who is a member of the Communist Party? 

Mr. Adams.;. tt is not .. : -p 

Senator Mondale. How do you-investigate something as 

tenuous as that? What is the basis for it legally? 

Mr. Adams. Well, it falls into the area of, one, the 

intelligence jurisdiction of the activities of the Communist 

35086 Doecld: 32969543 Page 50 
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Party to haves a situation where = individual in an organization, 

a leader of an organization, efforts are being made es. 

| influence him and to achiava ‘control over the organization, 

and it is sae of the overall investigation of the Party 

trying to exert this influence as to are ey successful, 

are they taking over the black movemént or the Civil rights 

* movement. . 

It is just like we tried to make clear in investigations 

that wee dee page years ago but still occur on the 

ecnuiatise taemenesde labor unions. We tried to tell every- 

body we ineseytlw we are not interested in labor matters. We 

are not trying to inquire into that. We are interested in 

the effect of the Communist Party on this union. 

Senator Mondale. Mr. Adams, I am trying to get at the 

legal basis in this particular casé in investigating Dr. 

King on ‘ins. teieiaictins hake he might be subject to Communist 

i | 

~_ Can_you cits any legal basis for that or is it based 

entirely upon a wenaeeiiced authority ennai es axist in 

“the FBI to investigate "internal security matters"? 

Mr. Adams. It would fall anes in the Presidential 

directives of investigating subversive activities. 

Senator Mondale. And then the question would ee 

to what authority the President had. 

Mr. Adams. That's right. 

Doeld: 32989543 Page S51 
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“  “" Senator Mondale. Now Dr. King was investigated among 

other things for iseeeye- Oe. I think you call it delicacy. 

-- Would that bea a basis for investigating an American 

citizen by the FBI? 

Mr. Adams. No. - 

Senator Mondale. Would you say then that those 

investigations were improper? | 

bi. aimee -I don't believe that there is an atieqarson 

that we investigated him for that. ‘Y Padus revs were 

certain Bpuaeoaaces Ge information that developed and I think 

at a point you had a situation where the tail was wagging | 

the dog, perhaps, but I don't Sue any basis for such investi- 

gation. And I find it very difficult ko get into a discussion 

of this’ in’ view of the prohibitions that I think -- 

Senator Mondale. You answered my quéstion. That for 

itself would not be a basis for investigation. 

‘Mr. Adams. No, Si 

Senator Mondale. Would you agree with me, Mr. Adams, 

that this whole: vague, generalized ee of the assignment 

that the FBI has been tasked, which they thought they possessed }. 

gr could use to investigate Americans, not where there were 

allegations, of crine or suspicion that crimes were about to 

be committed, or Cine idkes ae about to ba committed, 

but rather this whole .generalized area, to iiadiaate 

Americans in terms of ideas that they have or might be persuade 

” 
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to have that might hold potential for danger to this country 

Ls an exceedingly aaa: difficult, if not impossible to 

define area and an area which has got the FBI into an awful 

Lot of coun including today's eee 

‘Mr. Adams. ‘Yes, S17. 

Senator Mondale. And because of that there is a or | 

important need Ss aie down and redefine it, have the guidelines 

known specifically by all sq that the FBI can.know precisely 

what it can ae and what it cannot do. 

Mr. Adams I think this is why the. country fe eoreanaee 

in this particular time. to neve an Attorney General who is. 

a legal scholar and a lawyer of unquestioned repute who 

has indicated a willingness to sdaewes these sramene: wich 

as the stafé has. determined, was not always the casa ovar 

the years. But we have an Attorney General, we have a 

Director, who has offered his complete cooperation, just as 

he has to the Committee in this inquiry, that We are not 

trying ea ego embarrassment « -The only thing we are trying 

to hold back are faeeieiae of informants and sensitive, 

-.ongoing operations that we have, a concern on the part of 

Congress that not only recognizes. there have been abuses, 

but mec out ace that there still always has to be some degree 

of ‘flexibility. } 

We are going to orc situations whe re vou have a 

Weatherman working for the water works, and in college hs was | 
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a sGientific student, and he makes a comment to a fellow 

e employée that there’ is going to be some spectacular évent 

oS 
oS 
o 

‘o 
< 
uy 

en 1i 1 
oS 
N 

5 
< 
= 
3 3} 
& . that is’ going to bring the. attention of the world on this 

‘city. 

5 Senator Mondals.. Wouldn't you have probable cause then 

End Tape £ to investigate the commission of a erime? 
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- Mr. Adams. We might have to investigate, but to disrupt, 

we have the authority. to tell the supervisor of the waterworks, 

you had better get him out of: there before the city water is 

poisoned and 100,000 people die, and I think the Committee is 

going to find the same problems we do in coping with ne 

Situation, and even the Attorney General in his speech in Ottawa 

pointed out that there is still possibly a necessity for some 

But it should be controlled. It is like Mr. Kelley says, go 

problem up there. it should not be handled internally in the 

FBI. | | | 

Senator Mondale. But do you also cilia: Whale the Congress 

Suaue to jederine, tne rules legislatively? 

Mr. Adams. Yes, because the problem -I have with it is 

we talk about oversight, and Mr. Kelley anavene Attorney Genera | 

and I believe this Committee. agree..that we ‘should have joint | 

oversight which would avoiG ene weotitereetion of hearings 

and the saqeliave pAewieage-eaLagacad people which always 

poses that inadvertene Mess intewnareea: But .yet even with 

oversight, under the aa elk dei tiaih ndi shies, or some of 

the observations that were discused yesterday, having people, 

conservative,. liberal, black, and the other qualifications aa 

put in, can a Committee speak for the will of Congress? At 

one time we had Congressmen making speeches all over the. 
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1 |) country, if we don't stop these bombings, if somebody doesn't 

2 || do something about it this country is in trouble. Is that the 
— 

5 || will of Congress? eee Aes 
Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 

4 Until it is embodied in legislation where the wedi will 

5 we estaraue is expressed, we are going to have problems. 

: 6 | Senator Mondale. I am glad to hear that, because there is 

7 a way Congress ‘speaks. It is not through the buddy system or 

8 a person. It speaks through the law. 

9 | Mr. Adams. That's right. 

10- Senator Mondale. And now we have for the first time this 

11 || whole issue, it~is not denied by the FBI. The elements are 

12 || known. What I hear you saying is you would like the Congress 

13 || now to define and redefine specifically and carefully what it 
WARD & PAUL 

14 || is we expect the FBI to do, and what it is we wish the FBY and 

15 || will prohibit the FBI from doing. 

16 . Mr. Adams. Right. What is.our role in society? 

17 After World War II, if you'll -remember, a Congressional 

M18 ‘Gouna eeaueb cand. Caiecavaat sorts of storm. over the fact that 

-19 || there was not enough..in..the way of intelligence. investigations. 

.99 || Never again .should it. happen in the United States that we be 

21 || caught with our -pants down... 

202 After the Kennedy assassination, if you recall, the FBI 

93 || was properly criticized for having too restrictive disseminatio 

24 || policies in connection with Secret Service because they depend 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

95 || upon us for the intelligence necessary to provide protection. 
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¢ 1 || for the President against.extremist.groups.. We did.that but 
q : s 
° : 

® 3 2 just before ‘the recent incidents in California there was going 
e fete eee ae. ee : 

-z || to be Committee concern, not this Committee, over has there. 
E : 

4 been too much dissemination. 

} 5 So the FBI is in the position of at different times in our 

6 history being damned e523 Gains too much and damned for doing 

” too little. And it is because of reacting to what we try to 

8 judge is what they want us to do, and this is what we are not 

‘9 in a position to do. We need the will of Congress expressed in 

10 || Some definitive pessueer, wee providing the latitude, because as 
~~ - 

from these problems, there are many that there is 11 || you have seen 

2 12 || no black and white answer to. There have to be occasions 

© 13 || Where when you are confronted with an.extreme emergency, someon 

: -14 || can ace and I don't think you or wagons else wants to tie the 

- hands of law enforcement when today we have over'10°million 

“16 sii inclines ie tieie SiaR ite Sellead.. Wei have .1.million be ines 

17 {| 2 year involving violence, ad Guess mae corte a capability to 

“48 react. But we need.to know in better terms what is our role 

g - 49 in this, especially in domestic intelligence. | 

d 20 Senator Mondale. .Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
¢ 

: 21 Senator Tower (presiding). Senator .Schwéiker. 

‘ 20 Senator Schweiker. Thank woe Mr. Chairman. 

: ae Mr. Adams, in 1966 a letter written by the Bureau to 

| @: 2A Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the President at the White 

* 25 House, and the gist of this letter was, in reference to his 
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requested to file any pertinent personal data information, 

E781 

request, and I want’ to make it clear it was his request, not 

the Bureau's, authors of-books that were critical of the Warren 
i — oe 

Commission Report, the assassination of President Kennedy, were 

dossiers, etc., on seven individuals whose names I will not 
_ 

discuss. 

Do you have any knowledge as to wie the White House requested 

this kind of material on the Warren Commission critics? 

Mr. Adams. I don't recall. I am familiar with the material. _ 

I dia review it:-some time ago when we were testifying before 

the House Committee in February, but I don't recall that r saw 

in there any specific motivation on the part of the White House 

group requesting this information. 

Senator Schweiker. Now, in the same letter it also says 

a copy of this communication has not been sent to the Acting 

Attorney General. 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 
- ema -” 

Senator. Schweiker. Number one, is that a normal procedure 
od 

when you get requests of this kind that the Acting Attornev 

General is bypassed, and why was the Attorney General bypassed 

in this instance? 

Mr.. Adams. This is not a normal procedure. It is not 

the procedure followed today. There was a period of time where, 

54 || at the President's directions, Mr. Hoover reported more 

directly to him in certain areas, and it was apparently a 

WW 55086 Docld:32989543 Page 55 
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feeling that he did not want the Attorney General to know certai 

- ee 
— 

Senator Schweiker. One of the dossiers specifically in- 

cluded photographs of sexual activities. 

Mr. Adams. Yes, .sir. 

Senator Schweiker. And my question is, how is that relevan 

to- being a sridie of the Warren Commission? 

What standard do we use when we just pass photographs of 

sexual activities to the White House? Is this a normal -- again, 

is this a normal proceeding when a dossier is requested? Is thi 

included, a did they specifically request photographs of this 

kind, or what light can you shed on this? 

Mr. Adams. I can't shed much.- I know they requested 

information on him. I think. there was other material concernin 

that individual of a security nature that was included. Why 

the information in that respect was submitted I am unable to 

answer. - aes 

I do know at the time there was a lot of concern following 

the Warren Commission ease had all the answers been explored, 

was the Soviet Union involved, was Cuba involved, ‘and who were 
oe 

the critics who now are attacking this. But I page seen 

nothing which would explain the rationale for requesting the 

material. 

Senator Schweiker. I think what concerns us on the Committee. 

is that: whenever you get to the nitty gritty of investigations, 

35086 Docld: 32969543 Page 59 
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and it doesn't have to relate to the Warren Commission, I will 

ert er a te - 

recording or some letter referring to some kind of human weaknes 

1783 

leave that alone, or to some activity we are involved in, we 

get back to something like that, where a photograph or a tape 

or failing that is really very irrélevant to the investigation 

is sandwiched in here, and it just seems to me that it was a 

tactic -- this just happens to be the Warren Commission I 

singled out -- but it was a tactic that was used rather 

frequently as a lever or for some reason which I am trying to 

find out as an instrument of investigative policy. 

Would you differ with that or dispute that, or again, 

what rationale? Do wé use sexual activities as a standard 

criterion for investigations? 

Mr. Adams. We do not use sexual activities as a criterion, 

but during the course of our investigation -- we did have an 

investigation on that individual at one time. -- and during 

the course. of the investigation, in checking the records of a 

local police department or.a district. attorney's office, they 

had conducted an investigation for a. criminal act involving thege 

photographs, and. they made that available to us. 

So it went into our files. 

Now, fie request of the pucditant, he is 

Executive of the United States. He in effect 

everything. There are problems involved when 

in charge of everything requests information. 

. AW S5086 Doclid: 32989543 Page 60 
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1 || to add, however, that following the cleansing effect of Watergat 

3 || anymore. 

2 | that I don't know of any.such requests coming over to the FBI 
. _ — — te 

There is a direct line between the Attorney General and 

5 || the Director, and the Director certainly recognizes that ina 

6 case of extreme disagreement he would have the alternative to 

Q° }} at the present time. - 
. —_ 

0 tell the Attorney General, I need tO go directly to the Bresident, 

; 8 or feel I should, but we do not have this line of communication 

Senator Schweiker. Well, it-seems to me if they had just 

~ U1 listed the.other.investigation and listed what was alleged 

j2 || in the other investigation, that certainly would have sufficed 

13 || for whatever purpose it-would have. But it seemsi-to me when | 

14 || you in fact enclose living photographs, you are really getting 

15 || very much, to my way of thinking, towards attempting to. 
—_ 

16 || discredit their critics. What other purpose. would a photograph 

- 47 || have of this nature. other than. to discredit critics because 

1g | they will not quarrel with listing whatever was charged in 
_ 

- 39 || another state. That may well have been included. I cannot 

920 || argue that. 

21 

Re 

a 

Mr. Adams. I can’t answer that. 

Senator Schweiker. One area that I think this gets to 

93 || which we really touched on in the assassination probe quite a 

24 bit, Mr. Adams, is where the Bureau stops when they get some 

25 of these requests, in other words, what kind of criteria, if 
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1 |} any. You touched on it a moment ago. The President asked for 

& || something. I don't know in this case whether the President 
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é } asked to see photographs of this nature or didn't ask, but the 

4 || point is, nobody said no and he got them. 
1 

7 5 So the question is, where do you see the Bureau's responsi- 

6 bility here, and what can this Committee do to ensure that 

7 there is some kind of a test that we either put in the law 
» 

8 or that the FBI invokes, or that we invoke on the White House 

9 in using police power in this way? 

10 . Mr. Adams. I don't think Congress can ever fill the 

-~ 1 || responsibility of trying--to-draw up guidelines, even in conjunc- 

12 | tion with the Executive Branch, to guarantee that all abuses 

WARD & PAUL 

13 |} won't take place. The organization’“is made up of human beings, 

14 || and these things occur. 

15 Certain corrective actions are self-initiated, such as 
— " 

16 || this. The President, for instance, you.know we had an incident 

17 || a few years ago about investigating.a newsman, where we were 

18 vequastca: and if I recall from our.information, we thought he 

19 |} was being considered for an appointed position which would have 

.20 || been a logical basis. As facts turned out, that’ was not the 

21 || purpose that the information was requested. 

22 To stem or stop abuses like that, the President, the 

2% || current Administration has issued instructions that any request 

24 || for investigations under the special inquiry or White House 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

25 || tnvestigation such as for appointment must clear through the 
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office of his counsel, in other words, not let the lower line 

people come over and say we need this information or we need 

this request. They come through the office of Phil Buchen 

through an employee that is assigned to that office with 

responsibility. a 

Now, we do still make certain name check::requests for the 

White. House, and those, too, have to ree through his office. 

So we do have that. Then we have the responsibility, if we 

get something which on its face appears political’ or improper, 

then our responsibility under that would be to go to the 

Attorney General and ask -him to intercede by finding out is 

this a proper request on the Bureau. And I can assure you that 

as Mr. Kelley has testified and has made it perfectly clear 

that he has not had any such improper requests and he would 

go right to the Attorney General if it was necessary. Sewis 

he would reject the request. 

Senator Schweiker... What steps are we taking, under your 

jurisdiction comes whatever internal investigation unit the 

EBI has. I.just aaiidaded very briefly, because .I know my 

time ee Limited, we have.a vote on, what steps are you 

taking to make sure that we catch some of these things ie the 

present that maybe we either overlooked or did not catch or 

somehow got sidetracked in the pants: 

Mr. Adams. We have been working with the Attorney General 

and his staff. It started even when Attorney General Saxbe 
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coe was there, to’ look at all of our procedures, all of our 

..*. |. investigative operations: are they proper, do they fit 

Phone (Area 202) 544-6000¢, 
5 criteria, do we have a‘legal basis for them, and we have guide- 

4 lines, committees which have been estabi@enca in the Department 

o that meet every day on.questions of what is even an overwhelmin 

6. | problem of collection and maintenance of information. What 

7 do we get, why do we get it, what should we do with it. 

a 26 || -I feel there is a very active program going on in that 

9 || regard, and I feel certain that it will continue to make sure 

. 10 that we are aware of everything and take appropriate action. 

(12 i) these with the staff so that we can have an advantage of taking 

-. 1311 a look at those, too. I am glad to’see this being made. 
WARD & PAUL. 

14 Mr. Adams. I would have to secure’:the approval of the 

15 || Attorney General on the guidelines. He did tell the House 

. 16 eonmiteee which seteineriy raised the question on maintenance o 

1? || information, that once we get something and they are nearing 

18 || completion in the Department, that he does intend to pare Lc 

" 19 up with Congress. So I. am sure there would be no problem at 

20 || that point in bringing it to this Committee .as well. 

21 i Senator Schweiker. Because .it.seems to me this is where 

22 || the problems in the past have arisen, in not having clearly 

23 || defined or maybe if you measure it -~- you can measure it in 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
24 || terms of today's standards versus standards of before, but I 

25 || think this is the crux of it. 
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% el Mr. Adams. That is true. 
N 
o 
N 

© g 2 _ Senator Schweiker. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman. 

= 
: 3 | Senator Tower. Mr. Adams, what use does the Bureau presently 

4 it make of its intelligence informants, and have they ever been 

ei 5 || used as ptovocateurs or as magnets for action? 

6 Mr. Adams. No, sir. 

7 _' Well, you asked two questions. 

8 Senator Tower. Yes. : 

9 Mr. Adams. Let me take the last one first, provocateurs. 

10 || Our policy has not -- or our policy ‘has been to discourage any 

-—~ Yi} activities- which in any way"might involve an informant doing 

12 || something that -an agent cannot do, which would be in the area 

WARD & PAUL 

13 || of being a provocateur, which basically is entrapment. And 

1 we have had some allegations of entrapment come up. We feel 

15 || we have satisfactorily answered them. This is a very technical 

16 || legal field which boils down, of course, to the fact that if a 

17.1 person’ is willing to do something, and the government merely 

1g || provides. the opportunity, that is not legally entrapment. So 

a PO LE a person comes to us and says .I have been asked to participat 

2990 || in a breakin of a Federal building, I would like to help you, 

2) || then the law basically would indicate we have the authority 

22 to continue to let him operate. 

23 The question comes up if he eocee the whole direction 

24 || and causes people to do something which they would not otherwise 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

25 || have done. That is the entrapment issue. So we are very alert 
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® a 1 to this. We have instructions, .clear guidelines; instructions 
WN 

& a to our field offices that they are not to use an informant for 

- . anything that an agent: cannot legally do. I don't say there 

4 haven't been some mistakes in that regard, but I don't know of 

7 5 any at the present time. | 

6 Senator Tower. Senator Huddleston? 

@ -  §enator Huddleston. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

8 _First I think to keep this activity in proper perspective 

9 it might be well to remember that even though a great deal of 

‘LO | the testimony and the questioning has been relating to the 

— ee ee 

12 situation. Dr. King's case is indeed a classic example utilizing 

WARD & PAUL 
15 || a11 of the various techniques of the Bureau. in both intelligence ~ 

14 gathering an action against an individual in order i ies 

15 || credit him or embarrass him,:-or indeed destroy him. 

_ 16 | But the record is replete, and indeed, ee ae an entire 

17 | sheaf of similar targets who are certainly not as well known. 

18 Bene of them are high school students, oe of them are 

ake high school teachers, college students, college teachers, 

20 || broadcasters and journalists, people whose names would be almos 

"21 ee eT Oe Oe ee ee ee ee eee So the. 

. 82 activity was not.confined.to those. that are immediately 

. ®3 | recognizable who were indeed public-.figures. 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 
nA I want to just proceed along the question of informants 

29 || that Senator Tower just raised for just a moment or two. 
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You say that your informants are not expected to do anythi 

that an agent himself could not do, but in the gathering of the 
om ~~ 

iteration for which you are ‘securing him in the first place, 

do you have any safeguard at all, or any rule as to how he 

proceeds in order to gather the information you are looking 

for? | : 

_. Mr. Adams. Only that he proceed through legal means. 

Senator Huddleston. Is that specifically stated to him 

hen Ne is employed? ...- 
on - Saad 

Mr. Adams. Yes, Sir. 
~ 

-~ 

“Senator Huddleston. Are most informers paid on the 
a ee A ee 

— ak —_s — 

basis of a reguaar fee or regular Ries. or are they paid 

on the basis of the information they gather? 

Mr. Adams. Even those who are paid on what you could say 

a Salary, that salary is determined on a COD basis as to the 

value of the information furnished.. In se words, in the 

criminal case, for instance, you a have a person come in an 

give you the identity of.three individuals who just robbed a2 

bank. You might pay him a lump sum amount, and never go back 
——_ 

_- — . - — = 

to him. 

In the security field where informants do finally manage 

to work into a ee eee oars type eEsanieateen: their 

continued activities in our behalf do set..up more of a program 

for payment. 

Senator Huddleston. Do you check on occasion on the basis 
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of information that may-be supplied to you if it happens to be 

of a sensational nature or of a surprising nature, do you ever 

question the informer on how he obtained it? 

Mr. Adams. I am sure this takes place. In any handling 

of an informant over a sustained period of time, you do have a 

rapport which they don't just come in and say Joe Blow said 

this, Joe Blow did that. There is a conversation that goes 

through which I feel certain would, if something looked like, 

if it looked like he had something that came from some improper 

source, I think the agent would say-where did you get this. 
no 
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a Senator Huddleston. If you found it had been taken 

. improperly or if some impropsr action had been taken, would 

-_—_ 

it be. put in the files? 

~ Mr. Adams. If he violated the law, we would have an 

open investigation if it were within our jurisdication. 

Senator Huddleston. .Now the Bureau disseminates this 

information on individuals that is collected in various 

ways in the, various other agencies, Pe Sv 

How many other eae iaen oak request, for instance, " 

individual check that would result in your supplying to him 

Mr. Adams. Every agent in the Federal Government under 

the amployee security program there is an obligation on the 

part of every government agency to check with the FBI doing 

name check search of our files to sea if there is any subversiv 

derrogatory information which niGhe arate against appointin 

that individual to a Federal position. 

. Senator Huddleston. Do you take any precautions as to 

how paey will uss that information once it-is supplied to 

them by your agents?. | 

| oe : 

Mr. Adams. Ail we do is indicate to them on the 

report that it 2s the property of the EBL and is not to be 

disseminated outside their agency. 

Senator Huddleston. You.have no way of knowing whether 

or not indeed it is? 
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eo: 2 1 Mr. Adams. No, sir, we do not. 
N . v2 

g oe  Sehator Huddleston. What internal precautions do you 
e am oy ‘ 

E - have against the Bureau itself misusing information that it 

4 gains from other agencies? 

5 Mr. Adams. Strong prohibitions. On¢, we don't allow 

6 access to files except on a need-to~know basis. Any employee 

@ of the FBI knows that if he improperly divulges information 
— fer eet 4 

8 or leaks information out of the. files, he will be subject 
-_ ~— * > « 

9 to administrative action. 

“10 

- WARD & PAUL 

“4 _ - - 

We had a case where an agent obtainéd an identification 
- 

eo ee feet + — ee ee oy Oe See —_ Pm 

ll || record: and made it out improperly, and I think that agént 

le was separated from the roles. But we had asked for, and of 
v 

1s coursé we share in CIA's request to this extent, is that there 

14) be a criminal penalty attached to misuse of information and 

15 || lsaking it or making it available outside of an agency. . 

16 a 

1? 

18 

S 19 
9 ° . 
é 20 

& 21 
| > 

3 22 

a 23 

@: ° 24 
< 

25 - 
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Did this in fact happen to your knowledge? 

Mr. Adams. I am not familiar with that case. I can 
« 
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easily say it would not be proper. 

Senator Huddleston. But you don't know whether: it 

happened or whether the act.was carried out? 

Mr. Adams. I do not know. 

Senator Huddleston. Mr, Adams, getting on to another 

Subject, on# of the techniques used very frequently by the 
* 

~ 
* 

Bureau in its attempt to discredit individuals was to 

utilize the press. It was customary to send anonymous letters 

on many occasions to editors, broadcasters, commentators and 

columnists around the country containing information or 
-~ 

- aie — a i Seg SR -_ 
“ 4 

suggesting information about an individual that the Bureau 

wanted to discredit in some -way. | 

Thers was also some évidence ‘that the Bureau utilized 

within tHe grees itself ona regular contact basis csrtain. 

columnists or breadcasters for the purpose of disseminating 

information that the FBI wanted to get out about individuals. 

How extensive was this custom utilized? 

Mr. nase, -X don't believe it was vary extensive. 

In fact, I think there -were probably very faw incidents where 

-untrue information was put. out. 
» 

That is my recollection. 

On disseminating public source information there were 

a number of instances of that which is still proper to date 

under guidelines. I just don't know of many instances where | 

untrue information was used, and I do not know of too many 

ee Fae ee ey ee al ope - 

+ 
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instances overall where that was done. 
at 

-~ 

' Senator Huddleston, Do you know of any instances or 

how many actual journalists or practitioners or regular 
+ 

- — 

disseminators of FBI information? 
—— 

Mr. Adams. I don't. know of any today that are in that 
ad 

regard. I know there have been situations where, and people 

Still do. They come to us and say, wé would like to do an 

And if we site be of esatacance within the gGuidslines 

established “ the Attorney General, we do assist. We have 

puliond & eo eee a cee aad freedom of information 

and also the need to know, but we soli dit satisfy. 

Sénator Huddleston. Do you know of any at the présent 

time or in the past who have been paid by the FBI for their 
- —_ 

services? . — | * “A. 

Mr. Adams. Not personally. + conti eee of any. 

Senator Huddleston. Not personally. b6-9ou know of 

any evidenca that iciteaten that? 

Mr. Aaaande That's what I mean. I don't have any 

evidence that indicates that. 

Sénator Huddleston. I think it would be helpful to our 

anqulry Lf we could review or you sould socee the files Anas 

make a determination as to whether or not that might be the 

case, that the FBI has paid journalists who are amenable to 

disseminating information supplied by the FBI. 
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Mr. Adams. I am told we ave: I don't know what files 

we have reviewed, but we have reviewed them and we haven't 

found any. 

Senator Huddleston. Youchaven"-cound any. 

What is the mass media program of the FBI? 

Mr. Adams. io dey to get tha truth out, to get a proper 

picture of the FBI's jurisdiction, its activities. } 

Senator Huddleston. Is it also to suppress other 

publications or other commentators or journalists who might 

be disseminating other views? 

Mr. Adams. No. | 

Senator Huddleston. , .Did the FBI not take some action 

against a number of newspapers, most of them student newspapers 

that they felt should be suppressed? 

Mr. Adams. We may have in the past. I don't recall 

any specific case. 

You are talking about some of the Weatherman support 

papers or Black Panther paper. I don't know of any in that 

regard, but I'm not saying that such action was not taken. 

Senator Huddleston. Are you familiar with the special 

correspondence list? - | 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

Senator Huddleston. What is this list? 

Mr. Adams. My recollection is that the special 

correspondence list was a,list of individuals that had requéste 
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from tima to time various Bureau publications and were kept 

on @ continuing igh aud mailed such communications to them. 

Senator Huddleston. tt was a list that was soucidered 

to be friendly eewaras the FBI view? F 

Mr. Adams... Yes. [I would Say anyone on that list would 

normally be euicnaiy. 

Senator Huddleston. Do you have knowledge of a number 

of instances in which the Bureau carrying iis te COINTEL 

program utilized the existing press in shai to attempt to 

discredit some individual? | 

Mr. Adams. I don't have an idea of the number, but I 

don't think there were very wear, 

Senator Huddleston. Do you have a list OE ia. daeenaien 

in which the oka Shenae to discredit other publications? 

Mr. Adams. No, I don't know. 

Senator Huddleston. Do you know that they did occur? 

Mr. Adams. I can ask. I get a no as far as any knowledge 

in that regard. 

Senator Huddleston. As far as knowledge. 

Mr. Adams. That means knowledge of what we have come 

up with in our alae review, I would assume. 

Senator Huddleston. It seems to me that this is si 

area in (ich. we are particularly troubled and should be. If 

there is any right that is specifically called for in our 

Constitution and has been upheld and reaffirmed in court decision 

Doold: 3298 9543 Page 74 
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after court decision, it is the right to publish in this 

country. The First Amendment Speaks not only of freedom of 

| speech, but also freedom of the press. And yet it seems that 
= 

we havé a pattern here of the chief Law ea sreseae agency 

of the country attempting to suppress that very right. 

Mr. Adams, I haven't reer I think any effort to 

Manipulate the press of this anger) I just don't see any 

possibility in that regard and I don't see’ the logic of 

anyones gen attempting such. 

Senator Huddleston. But it aia happen. 

Mr. Adams. It may have happened in -- 

Senator Huddleston. In a rather extensive field. . 

Mr. Adams. I disagrees wits that rather extensive field. 

I just don't know the extent that you are ee to here. 

Senator Huddleston. “We are talking about the cases wherel-- 

Mr. Adams. Are you lumping in cases where we disseminated 

public source information? Are you Tanoine ae a case wheres 

we may pave gone to a -- 

Senator Huddleston. I think aesenaeine public sourcs 

information is somewhat different from furnishing a TV 

commentator with derrogatory information about a specific’ 

individual who has been targeted as one. that apparently the 

Burgau thinks is dangerous or his ideas ought to be suppressed. 
os : 

Mr, Adams. Is that manipulating the press, though? 

Here you have a situation where an individual is going around 

* 
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‘the country advocating off-the-pig or kill-the-police or 

something like that. And a newspaper man was furnished; say 

some background information on him which would age been in 

the area of public sources material which he could use in an 

article. — 

Aré we really, if the ipeoeueeies is.true, the final 

decision, it would seem to me, would be the newspaperman as 

to whether he would use any such information. | - 

I think if we concealed our motives from the newspaper 

man, or furnished false information, which I think we did in 

one anonymous letter or something that I saw in all of this, 

I would say that was improper. 

Senator Huddleston. - On 

Mr. Adams. I think newsmen have sources. I think -- 

Senator Huddleston. or convincing a cartoonist, for 

instance, to draw a derrogatory cartoon about a college 

“professor who. certainly did not constitute a threat to the 

Violent overthrow of the government. 

Mr. Adams. If anyone accuses us of having any great 

success in trying to influsnce the press, I think that their 

objectivity stands pretty high. 

- Senator Huddleston. I think the point is whether there 

was succzss or not, there was an'effort made. I'm glad to 
& 

hear you acknowledge now that it is almost an impossibility. 

But more than that it seems to me at the baginning when 
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these type of techniques were used, it seemed to indicate a 

lack of confidence or faith in the Amsrican people to believe 

iat they could not hear ideas that might be contrary to thsir 

own without being serious damaged. . 

Ons of the great freedoms we have is the eweden of 

hearing other ideas whether we agree with them or not. I 

think this is an area that we are concerned with and one 

technigue which I hope is being discontinued and one that will 

ee the time these hearings conclude and by the time proper 

legislation is drawn. 

Mr. Adams. Well, I think vou can be assured that any 

such techniques in that area died with COINTELPRO in 1971. 

Senator Huddleston. - That is comforting. | 

Mr. iscate: Yes. 

The Chairman (eeantaraey..- Thank you, Senator. . 

I have been forced in and out by virtue of votes and othe 

Committee business. I am not sure which Sanators have had 

their opportunity to question and which have not. 

Senator Goldwater, wére you next? 

Senator Goldwater. I will not take much time. I 

apologize ae ak having been here in the last two days. It 

is going good, I have héard. 

We have heard testimony regarding the voluminous records, 

I bslisve 500,000, maintained by the Bureau. 

How in your view have these records come to be kept? 

ae 
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gsh 10 For what purpose have they been kept and has the Bureau aver 2 

@ g @ undertaken to destroy or prune down any of these records?. 

E - Mr. Adams. We have a number of records. We are 

as t Ha business-like. organization. We record our activities. ; And. 

? as the staff knows, they had access to a lot of récorded 

material that is the praduct of what the FBI has done over 

7 | | 
the years. 

: When we conduct an investigation, we maintain the 

9 results. We do have destruction procedures where after the 

10 passage of certain time limits approved by the Archives 

‘ ii authority, we are allowed to destroy certain files. Other 

< 7 

Fi 12 | information we are required to put on microfilm. There is 
Qo 

@ < 1S} 4 regular standard procedure for the destruction of FBI 

14 ‘files. This has been.suspended, of course, during the 

15 || initiation of these hearings and our files probably have 

16 | increased acide ne hints this period because we are not 

17 || allowed to destroy anything since the Committee iediconmel 

18 its hearings. 

19 But we do have procedures for destroying these that 

20 || are approved by the Archives, and a problem inherent in that 

el | is maintaining information, what should we keep, what should 

‘®2 || we obtain during an investigation, what should we record? 

RO In the past we have clas pratty consistent in recording 
: > 

241 everything we thought was relevant to the investigation, The 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 _ 

20 passage of the Privacy Act put certain restrictions in. We 
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Cannot collect or maintain anything unless it is relevant to 

an ongoing. matter of which we have investigative jurisdiction. 

But beyond even the Privacy Act, the Attorney General 

instituted a guidelines sisi ilshiae Bi this arsa that we have 

Seda aeeeins diligently with every day and hopefully have 

tried to avoid this idea that we are for no good reason 

Maintaining a gossip, seauaan, and unncessary, irrelevant 

material. 

e ‘So once these guidelines are in Some sort of final 

form, not to be adopted, then the Attorney. General has 

indicated that he is going to take it up with the various - 

Congressional committeées to get their input into a aia 

which they will be published. 

Senator Goldwater. Well, now these dosSiers, I think 

you can call them that eODebiy: 

Mr. Adams. I prefer not to, but I accept the fact that 

that is how they are referred to. . 

Senator Goldwater. What do you call them? 

Mr. Adams. I call them files. ie: dies I guess we all 

have aur little hang=ups, but to me that is usually used in 

some Sinister connotation. It is probably not to you. - But 

L will use whatever terminology you want pe use on this. 

Ssénator Goldwater. I hope what you kavs on me is not 
Se . ; 

called a dossier. . a 

Mr, Adams, No, sir, it's a collection of material. 
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12 7 - (General laughter) 

c Mr. nda: Of which you are aware. 

- Senator Goldwater. That's right. 

: Now tet mé ask you, ee ineornaeien you have would 

2 probably bs on computer tape? 

: Mr. Adams. No, sir. 

t Senator Goldwater. It's not. Information that IRS 

. would have, is that computerized? 

9 / Mr, Adams. Tt may be. I'm not familiar with the exten 

10 of théirs. We do ave Gaeta computer activities, such as 

ii the National crime Information Center, or we have, I guess, 

12) 7 or 8 million records. This is not the usual file material. 

15 his is, it consists of individuals concerning whom a 

14 warrant is outstanding, stolén property, material such as 

15 || this. And also some documented criminal history information 

161 sn the nature of prior arrest history. But ‘ns aint I think 

1? you are referring to in the way of file material, reports, 

18 intelligence, this type of information. 

L9 

20 

21° JFK Act 6 (4) 

22 

Ro 

a4 Mc. Adams. No, sir. 

- 29 Senator Goldwater. There's. no such list that you know 

. & 
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Mr. Adams. i don't know what other agencies have, but 

the FBI does not have such a list, doses not have such a 

capability to interface with such.a list df such a list. , 

exists. 

Seanator Goldwater. Do you feel rather. safe in saying 

then that no agency of government has ae together such a 

computerized total of all the information on the people that - 

you have survellled? | 

Mr. Adams. Oh, I think it is safe to say I don't know 

of any. Today I am not saying what does exist or doesn't 

exist elsewhere. 

Senator Goldwater. -In addition to the 500,000 records 

that you have, would I be correct in saying that you have 

50 million data cards and that there's $82 million spent on 

intelligence in the Fiscal year 1975 in maintaining this 

library? | 

| Mr. Adams. No, I don't think that: -is correct. I think 

the hea of $82 million is what our budget people have 

drawn up as being the total cost in a given year of our 

intelligence operations, sacurity, criminal, organized crime, 

the whole enterricsace field. But I don't relate it to the 

maintanance of any data cards. 

Senator Goldwater, — Now ons other area, and I think it 

probably, according to tha records, it does go back to ‘70. 

Page G1 
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How did the. Bureau oe to place the So-called women's 

lib movement undér survéillancé, and I say Seceuaee because 

I think we discovered that there was no such organized movement. 

Mr’, Adams . There were a lot of movements. It is my 

recollection ~-- I pige not reviewed the file in detail, but 

it is my recollection that the case was originally opened 

because of indications that certain groups were attempting 

to infiltrate or control the women's liberation movement. 

The investigation was conducted and was’ terminted several 

years ago, as far as I know. 

Senator Goldwater. Do you. know of any actions that were 

taken by the. Bureau as to the women's liberation movement 

except to monitor it? 

Mr. Adams. No. And the monitoring was for the purpose 

of determining the infiltration, and I don't know of any 

actions taken against them. 

Senator Goldwater. That's ‘all I have, Mr. Chairman, 

Thank you. 

The cates. Thank you, Ssnator Goldwater. 

Senator Hart, have you had an opportunity to question? 

Senator Hart of Colorado. No, I have not. 

The Chairman. Senator Hart. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

In the testimony yesterday developed By tha staff concerning 

the last few days of Martin Luther King's life, we learned 
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that the Bureau in March of 1968 developed information to 

be. givén to the press criticizing Dr. King for staying in 

a white-owned and euaniiead hotel, the Holiday Inn in Memphis, 

instead of the Lorraine. . 

At some point during Dr. King's stay in Memphis, he 

moved from thé Holiday Inn to peeeaine-. 

TO your knowledge, Mr. Adams, was that information ever 

given to the press? 

Mr. Adams. I have been unable to determine that. This 

question was raised of me by the Civil Rights Division cf the 

Departmant. Apparently, they had had some inquiry along 

the same lines several months ago. ‘But my recollection of it 

at the time, we aay that this action had bean proposed and 

the memorandum bore the initials, I Baie it was ths 

initials, statement handled, and the initials of the agent 

in tha External Affairs Division who assumed the responsibility 

of saying handle it and initiated it.. | | 

They contacted him and he said that he had no recollectio 

of the matter Bue the fact that he did aay handled didn't 

mean that he was abls to do anything with-it. He was just 

clearing that memorandum so it sould show action was taken, | 

and he dossn't iow 42 he gave it to anyone or not. 

" Sugator. Hart of Colorado. Well, suffice it to say that 

the facts are that subsequent to the time the Bureau developed 
es 

this information to pass on to the press, it did appear in the 
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local papers in Memphis. 

Mr. Adams. Thare was some statement in the local papers, 

not sii to the terminology of the proposed statement that 

was to Be given to him. There was some comment made, LE st 

recall, that Martin Luther King gave a press conference 

following the riots that followed one of his appearances. 

and that he gave that press son eacs in a hotel, the Holiday 

Inn Hotel. But it didn't have any, at least the wewesenee 

iieinks itself didn't have any direct. relation to acts taken. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. Well, according to some 

historians sna peels who have commented on the circumstances, 

they were fairly explicit in stating that the local press 

was critical of him during that period for staying in the 

white hotel, but I don't want to make a big boas out of 

that. 

What was the name of ths agent that you talked to? 

Mr. Adams. I didn't talk to him personally. People in 

the Bureau that were working on this did and I Babess: 

name was Linbaugh, iaaomocdoh, 

| Senator Hart of Colorado. If you could provide that 

name to us, I would appreciate it. 

Mr. Adams. I would bs glad to. 

Senator Hart of Colcrado. Mr. Adams, was any effort 

made during this entire COINTELPRO period to objectively 

aQefine what the New Left Meant? What was your understanding 

TW 55086 Docld:3296954@ Page 84 
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Mr. Adams. They did have a definition of the New Left 

distinguishing it from the Old Left. It was primarily to dis- 

tinguish it from the, in the area that the New Left was trying 

to separate itself from the old hidebound policies of the: 

Communist Party or some of its links to the Communist Party. 

Perhaps Mr. Wannall has a better definition of that. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. It very definitely included those 

who were opposed to the war, organized groups that opposed the 

war and felt strongly 2 Heue racial injustice in this country, 

leaving the Communist Party aside. 

Mr. Adams. People involved in the New Left movement were, 

of course, a86 eavoied in the Vietnam, nid ghana was 

effort. | 

Senator Hart of Colorado. What do you mean also? 

That's what I'm trying to get out. What was the New 

Left? If you didn't oppose the war and you weren't involved in 

civil rights groups, who else might or have been? 

Mr. Adams. Well, the New Left: was a -- did involve a 

revolutionary philosophy. It wasn't related solely to the 

anti-Vietnam effort. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. Thomas Jefferson embodied a 

revolutionary philosophy. 

Mr. Adams. That's right. And the New Left activity 
a : — 

exceeded -Thomas Jefferson's philosophy in that it did fit in 

with the basic Communist philosophy. 
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Senator Hart of Colorado. Every group that was placed unde 

the efforts of the COINTELPRO supported the violent overthrow 

of this country? 

Mr. Adams. The concept of COINTELPRO was directed toward * 

those organizations. I would have to refresh my ere on each 

one of the organizations that were targets of it, but they were 

basically New Left, Communist Party, Socialist Workers Party, 

New Left, black extremists, white hate groups, those were the 

five basics. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. The Southern Christian Leader- 

ship Conference? > - 

Mr. Adams. The Southern Christian Leadership Conference, 

I don't know if it was involved specifically in COINTELPRO. 

Three minor actions were taken against the Southern | 

Christian Leadership Conference. | 

Senator Hart of Colorado. well, its. leader, .I”think you 

could say, for eight years was subject se lot more than three 

Minor actions. 

Mr. Adams. That's right, and that gets into the other 

area that the activities taken against him were primarily 

COINTELPRO type activities but weren't really under the control 

of -- 

Senator Hart of Colorado. You're saying that basically 
he : ’ 

"avery. orgahization and individual that was swept into the 

net of the five COINTELPRO nets supported the violent overthrow 

WW 55086 DocId:32989543 Page 87 
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of this country? 

Mr. Adams. Well, not just the violent overthrow of the 

government. It would have been organizations that were threate 

ing and fomenting violence. I..don't believe it had to be. 

related to the actual overthrow of the government. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. Is a street demonstration 

violent? 

Mr. Adams. It depends on where you are in relation to 

what is taking place. If there are a lot of activities in 

connection with street demonstrations that are not violent, 

‘and there are a lot of street demonstrations that have reported 

in deaths, so it just desenas on activity taking place and 

the circumstances. 

Our problem 4S we are given the responsibility by the 

Attorney General to monitor demonstrations which have the 

potential of violence. The question is, how do you find out, 

at what point do you get in and monitor demonstrations to deter 

miné if that has a potential violence? 

Senator Hart of Colorado. Well,.obviously what we're 

told was here is, we have received testimony to the effect 

that the FBI went out of.its.way to foment violence itself, 

to encourage disruptions internally, to encourage hostilities 

and conflict between.and among these groups in the hope that 

oiataaas would occur, ahd therefore you could, say, go back to 

the Director or the press or whomever and say look, this is 

TW 55086 Docld:32989543 Page 88 , 
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a violent group. 

Mr. Adams. I accept the allegation but’ I don't accept the 

fact, the conclusion that, from what I have seen in reviewing 

these files in connection with our investigations, we don!t 

foment violence. We don't permit as a matter of policy our 

fatormants to act as provocateurs to engage in violence. I am 

not denying it may have happened, but the FBI does not foment 

violence, and the FBI, you know, has no -- 

Senator Hart of Colorado. You are using present .terise 

verbs. --I think -- 

Mr. Adams. We didn't then. I don't agree that our actiong 

in any ladies Guia designed to foment violence. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. I think there is plenty of. 

documentation of the attempt to set the Black Panthers against 

the Blackstone Rangers in Chicago. ae 

Mr. nAaiS ; Well, I don't.consider that.plenty of evidence. 

I think. the evidence to the contrary is that one of the. 

organizations, when we got word that the Black Panther versus 

US,’ we notified the local police that.this activity was going 

to take place, and.the individual, so that we would prevent. 

the killing which had come to our attention was going to take 

place, and then the turndowns of various COINTELPRO actions, 

there were specific statements made, that will not be 

approved because a nana result oa harm Bo an individual, 

physical harm, and we have no indication from any of these 
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@ 3 2 have not been presented with any by the staff from their far 
¢ 

5 3 more extensive inquiry. 

2 Senator Hart of Colorado. June 3rd, 1968, a memorandum 

5 || from the Special Agent in Charge of Cincinatti to the Director 

6 of the FBI, the title of which is Counterintelligence Program, 

" Disruption of the New Left, a five page memorandum having to 

8 do with Antioch College in Ohio. It is a long description of 

9 || the college and background. There is a recommendation on page 

10 || 3, Cincinatti recommends that counterintelligence action be 

i] || taken to expose-the pseudo-intellectual image of Antioch, and i 

12 || gives spect tie cuauc of doing that, and then the next page, 

13 || Page 4, the desired result of action, force Antioch to 
WARD & PAUL 

14 defend itself as an educational institution. 

15 Where in the laws of this country or the charter of the 

16 Federal Bureau of Investigation does it.say that that eat oad 

17 should be forcing any educational institution to defend itself? 

18 Mr. Adams. .I know of none. 

S 19 Senator Hart af Colorado. You would say this is stepping 

3 20 beyond .the bounds of .your authority? 
O 

: 21 Mr. Adams. I would say -- I'm not familiar with the total 

f 29 action of what was there, but just on the surface I don't see 

: 23 || any basis for it. 

e: 2A Senetor Hart of Colorado.. It ‘is my understanding that 

" 25 participating field officers of the counterintelligence, the 
3 
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COINTELPRO activities were required to send in status letters 

and report in annual results. 

Is that correct? 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. What kind of results generally 

were you looking for? What was considered success? | 

Mr. Adams. Well, it would be considered success, like 

in one instance where an action was taken to create factionalis 

in the nggnsee lever of the Communist Party, and the results 

were that we were advised that the Communisty Party influence 

declined appreciably as a direct result of factionalism created 

at that level. That to us was a concrete result. 

We had other results where, well, you get in various 

degrees. That is an extremely favorable degree. We had others 

I think one was alluded to yesterday or today where.a letter 

went on setting up a marital. strife. on. the. part of. someone. 

I don't see. any. basis. or. justification. for. that. I think that 

is the. other. extreme. I think in the middle there were ones 

that. fell into a.different degree. 

The only thing that I feel is we had. 3000 actions 

recommended. The Bureau -- just like this Antioch one. I 

don't know 1£ the document shows whether that was approved or 

not. I doubt that it was approved. 

: Senator Hart of Colorado. I beste it was. We can 

document that. 

NW S5086 Docid: 32989543, Page Si 
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Mr. Adams. Okay. Because there would be one. [I nial 

say the judgment in approving that is in question. But out 

of 3000 recommended, the fact that 2000 approved shows that 

there was some concern to try to.keep these to a proper level, 

and I think the actual number of grossly improper activities 

fortunately ie rather small. I think there are a lot in there. 

Well, ‘the whole program, we feel, should have been dis- 

continued, and we don't have a program like it now, and we 

wouldn't institute a program like it now. 

Senator Hart of Colorado. It would be helpful to us if 

now Or in the Pucans.wSi could recommend what steps we should 

take, both fe the Committee and this Congress, to make sure 

that doesn't happen, aside from just the assurances we are being 

given here. 

| Mr. Adams. Well, the main recommendation I make is that 

we don't wind up on. the point we have been. an in the - 

years that one time in. our. history. Congress. is saying we ought 

to be doing. something to stop. violence in the streets, murders, 

blowing up.of buildings,.and at another. time they are saying 

you shouldn't have done. what you did, and that we make a 

mistake when we react and try to identify one area and say that 

is the voice of the people. What we need is a legislative 

mandate which is the will of Congress in order to tell us what 

our role should be in this area. I think that is the main 

thing that would come out of all of these, I hope, some more 

55086 Doold: 32869543 Page S82 
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2 people is as expressed by Congress. 
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C 

5 i Senator Hart of Colorado. I believe my time is up. 

4. | Senator Tower (presiding). .Mr. Adams, to return: to the 

5 || business of informants which I initiated and was interrupted 

6 by a vote, who selects an informant? 

9 Mr. Adams. The baSic responsibility is on our special 

8 agent personnel who develop informants, the agent on the street. 

9. Senator Tower. Does the Special Agent in Charge in a given 

10 || area have control over the activities of an informant or a veto 

11 || on the use of a particular informant? 

12 Mr. Adams. Not only the Special Agent in Charge, but FBI 

WARD & PAUL 

13 || headquarters. We maintain the tightest possible control of the 

14 || utilization of ielecciaatiae, We require Bureau approval to utilige 

15 || @ person as an informant. 

16 Senator Tower. The Special Agent in Charge has the power 

17 || to veto the use of an informant? } EN | 

18 Mr. Adams. Yes, sir. 

19 Senator Tower. Does headquarters know who all the 

99 ||; informants are?.. 

21 Mr. Adams. Absolutély. We do not allow hip pocket 

99 || informants. We require -- 

23 Senator Tower. You.:idon't have the agents informed by theix 

nd 

a 

94 || own special informants? 
410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

25 Mr. Adams. Absolutely not. 
% 
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Senator Tower. Are the criteria different for paid.and 

for non-paid informers? 

Mr. Adams. We have some informants over the years that ha e 

refused to accept payment, but generally the criteria for 

both, I mean for ones that are paid is that it must be on a 

COD basis, evaluated as to the value of the information. 

Senator Tower. What protections are afforded to 

informants? 

Mr. Adams. Protections afforded them individually? 

Senator Tower. Yes. 

Mr. Adams. The greatest protection in the world we can 

afford them is to maintain the confidential relationship which 

they have adopted with the FBI, and the fact that those citizen 

of the United States who, for whatever reason, decide to 

cooperate with the FBI and cooperate with their government 

in criminal and the security ciel, have that .confidentiality . 

maintained, and beyond that confidentiality we are unable ae 

afford them any protection,. any physical protection. We have 

had informants murdered through disclosure. We have had them 

subjected. to. other. violence. and. criminal. activities, and the 

only. protection beyond maintaining the confidentiality is once 

we have. used. them or. had. to. expose. them. for. some. purpose, we 

do. have. procedures. for. relocation. and. maintenance. of. them which 

fon Uel eed Gn ee eeequenuly in the top ies and the Cosa 

Nostra type investigations. 
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Senator Tower.. It is. my understanding now that 83 percent 

of all: cases involve. some. use. of. informants,-so that means that 

the use is. pretty.widespread. and. apparently very essential. 

What kind. of. guidance. does the. FBI: give. to these informants 

to give them any special training? Could you describe that kind 

of. relationship in terms of guidelines, control, authority, 

what have you? 

Mr. Adams. Well, when an individual is being developed 

as an informant, our main concern is whether he provides 

reliable information and that the information he collects is 

collected by legal means. We don't permit an informant to 

engage in any activity that an agent couldn't do legally 

himself. In other words, you can't have an extension of the 

agent out here engaging in illegal acts, and the agent saying 

I abide by the law. This creates some problems, of course, 

in the criminal field where you don!t recruit informants from 

Sunday schools. You recruit.informants: in areas where- they do 

have knowledge of criminal activities. But we even had to 

open: investigations: and prosecute some of. our informants, be-~ 

cause: we do not. bend: from this,-that they. are: not going to 

enjoy favorite. status. as. a.result.of their. relationship. with 

us.. So. the agent covers all of this with an informant during 

. the. discussions... 

 _& ; : : : 
We. secure. background. information on. the. informants. We 

¢ 

do this to ensure, as best as possible, we are dealing with a 
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reliable, stable individual even though he may be engaged in 

an unstable activity, and we go through this period and conside 

them more or less, in aipecrent.ceeninolog: probationary, 

potential, verifying information; that he furnishes us, and 

everytime when they report on the status of an informant, they 

have to tell us what percentage of his information has been 

verified by other means, by other informants or sources. 

So we do have a continuing indoctrination ener is 

supervised at FBI headquarters. 

Senator Tower. You said you don't recruit your informants 

from Sunday school class. Being an ex-Sunday school teacher, I 

resent that, ae -— 

Mr. Adams. I am talking in the criminal field. Many of 

our security informants come pee a very fine background. 

Senator Tower. But this leads me into this. Sometimes, 

then, you might recruit people that you know have committed 

criminal acts. 

Mr. Adams. That's true. 

Senator Tower. Do you promise him immunity from future 

prosecution in many instances to soeues their. cooperation? 

Mr. Adams. No. Now, the only exception to that would be 

we may have an ongoing, it is what you call an informant -- I 

believe your question is addressed to someone that we are 
° 

actually considering in an informant status. 

Senator Tower. Yes. 

Doold: 32999543 Page 36 
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Mr. Adams. We do have situations,where during an- investi- 

gation we target on one individual, the lower rung, and the 

United States Attorney and the Department offer immunity. We 

don't. And say, you cooperate, and we go up the ladder to the 

next level, and in some of these cases we have gone up through 

successive stages until we. get the main honcho who we feel is 

the proper target of our: investigation. 

Senator Tower. Getting on another subject, does the 

FBI still request bank audits? 

Mr. Adams. Bank audits? Do you mean do we still have 

access to bank records? 

Senator Tower. Yes. 

Mr. Adams. Yes, sie: we do. 

Senator Tower. And ao you obtain access with or without 

warrants? 

Mr. Adams. We obtain aeeeee without warrants. 

Senator Tower. Without warrants? 

Mr. Adams. Yes, sir. 

Senator Tower.. Is the subject notified in advance by the 

FBI when you obtain one without a warrant? 

Mr. Adams. No, sir. 

-Senator Tower. Are ehey notified by the bank, or is he 

notified subsequently by the FBI? 

Mr. Adamg. No. We do get subpoenas in many cases, not 

warrants, but we do get subpoenas in many cases, but in some 

Doeold: 32989543, Page o7 
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cases a bank will make available to us records without subpoena. 

When it comes time for utilizing that information we do issue 

a subpoena for the information. 

Senator Tower. Do you have:.legal authority to gain. 

access to these records? : 

Mr. Adams. Yes, sir, we do. 

Senator Tower. Without a subpoena, without a court 

document? 

Mr. Adams. There is no law that I know of that foubias 

us access, There have been several court decisions, including 

some circuit courts that disagree with each other, but I think 

the current finaiad is that the bank records are the ‘records 

of the bank and this does not violate any First Amendment or 

other Amendments in connection with it. 

Senator Tower. Do you make similar requests of S&Ls and 

other, and credit unions and other financial institutions? 

Mr. Adams. I would assume the same would provide there. 

The Chairman (presiding). Thank you, Senator Tower. 

I just have a. question or two. We are going to try to 

conclude this morning because the Committee has a hearing, a 

business meeting at 2:00 o'clock this afternoon and for the 

information of the members, that meeting will take place in 

room 3110 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building. 
- , : 

And. while I am making announcements, I think I should say. 

that tomorrow between the hours of 9:00 o'clock in the morning 
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and 1:00 o'clock in the afternoon, the Committee will report 

its findings and make its recommendations to-the Senate in 

connection with our investigation into alleged involvement of 

the United States in certain assassination plots, and secennes 

directed against foreign leaders. 

The Committee, as you know, has made 25 exhaustive investi 

gation of this issue. It has taken some six months; 75 witnesses 

have been interrogated, over 8000 pages of testimony have ‘been 

taken, mountains of documents gue been analyzed and digested, 

and the report will be a detailed accounting to the American 

people of that evidence, together with the findings and 

recommendations of the dome: 

Initially these disclosures will be made to the Senate in 

secret session, after which the Committee has previously voted 

ieee report public. Therefore, it is anticipated that 

at 2:30 tomorrow afternoon in this room,. the caucus room, 

following that secret session. of the Senate, the Committee will |. 

meet with the press for the purpose of. answering such 

questions as the press may wish to address to the Committee on 

the assassination report. 

Now, the last few questions I would like to put to you, 

Mr. Adams, have to do with some confusion in my mind concerning 

the purpose of the FBI in monitoring the Women's Liberation 

movement, what was chat? What was that surveillance done for? 

Why were you involved in monitoring that movement? 
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S 1 | Mr, Adams. It was basically, as I recall, I have not 

@ 2 || reviewed the files, but from the information that I have 

; 5 acquired, it would indicate there were groups that were believed 

A to be infiltrating and attempting to exert control over it. Tha 

5 investigation was based or initiated on this fact. 

6 The Chairman. But you never found, dia you, that the 

7 || Women's Liberation movement was seriously infiltrated, influenced 

8 or seutegihed by Communists. 

9 Mr. Adams. No, and the case was closed. I would put them 

10} in the position of comments we have made earlier about the 

11 || press, that I don't think anyone is going to dominate or controll. 

| 12 | That is a very independent eeeiiie. 
3 

@ E 13 The Chairman. Well, we are trying to keep the country that 
2 

14 || way. 

15 Mr. Adams. That's right. 

16 The Chairman. And the kind of thing that disturbs me 

17 || is what the documents reveal. For example, if you will turn -- 

1g || you have the document book there with you. If you will turn 

19 || to Tab 5, 5-4, can you find that? Can you move your thumb 

909 || through the anges to 5-4? 

2] Have you found that? It's in the upper right hand 

-99 |) corner, 5-4, under Tab 5. 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

oe Mr. Adams. Yes. 
. es ; a vad ; 

@ 24 |I The Chairman. Then, if you will turn back beyond that, 

25 lone, two, three, four pages where you find under the caption 
¥ 
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Origin, Aims, and Purposes, a description of the Women's 

Liberation movement in Baltimore, Maryland. 

Now, I call your attention to this because it seems to me 

to typify the whole problem of this generalized kind of 

surveillance over activities of American citizens. Here is 

the report, if you wiih: cuadt anes me this paragraph, the 

report on the group reads as follows: "The Women's Liberation 

movement in Baltimore, Maryland began during the summer of 

1968. There was no structure or a parent organization. . There 

were no rules or plans to go by. It started out as a group 

therapy session with young women who were either lonely or 

confined to the home with small children, getting together to 

talk out their wEobienS:. Along with this they wanted a 

does: and that was to Be free women from the humdrum 

existence of being only a wife and mother. They wanted 

equal opportunities that men have in work and in silicate They 

wanted their husbands to share in the housework and in rearing 

their children. They also wanted to go out and work in whateve 

kind of jobs they wanted, and not to be discriminated against 

as women." 

Now, can you. find anything in that report that in any way 

suggests that these women were engaged in improper or unlawful 

activity?.. 

Mr. Adams. Not in that one. I believe there was another 

report, though, giving the origin of it, which went into a 

_ 
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little more description of what our basic interest was. 

The Chairman. Can you tell me, because this is the report 

I have -- 

Mz. Adams. Well, I am given here — 

The Chairman. What other, if there was some sinister 

activity connected with this group that isn't laid out in the 

document -~ 

Mr. Adams. I was given a work paper here which eaaaai, 

“Women's Liberation Movement. Investigation of captioned 

movement was initiated by our New York Office in April 1969 

as the Women's Libber movement was described as a loosely 

structured women's movement comprised of individuals with 

varying ideologies from liberal to New Left persuasion, some 

of whom haa exnipited an affiliation with and/or sympathy 

for several organizations of investigative interest to this 

Bureau, namely, the Students for a Democratic. Society, Black 

Panther Party, the Vietnam. Peace Parade. Committee, Venceremos 

Brigade,. the. Socialist. Workers Party, with its youth group 

the Young Socialist. Alliance." 

The Chairman. May I stop you at this point? 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

‘The Chairman. You are reading from a paper which has to 

do with the origination of an investigation coming out of 

New York, . na you not?: 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

29543 Page 102 
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The Chairman. I am reading from a document that relates. 

to the Women's Liberation Movement in Baltimore, and the findings 

concerning it in the summer of 1968. My question hasn't to do 

with whatever original purpose the FBI sought by initiating 

this kind of surveillance in New Yorks bus with a finding 

made concerning the Women's Liberation movement in Baltimore 

which I have just: read to vou and I think you would agree wit 

me that women do have the right to wat together to talk about 

humdrum existence and equal opportunities with men and equal 

opportunities for work in our society, don't they? That is 

not a subversive activity. 

Mr. Adams. Well, but what you have here is the setup of 

our investigative activity. We had New York, which was the 

office of origin of the investigation. You have. other offices 

that were checking to determine what influence there was. 

.In addition, in New York, to the New York office, lay the fact 

that interwoven. with. the Women's. Liberation movement goal for 

-equal rights for women, there. was.an advocacy certainly of 

militancy and violence in achieving their. goals. 

Now, Baltimore is one office, and I believe that even 

there in one of the reports -- 

‘The Chairman. You keep taking me back to New York. 

Mr. Adams. Right. 
oe 

The Chairman. And I keep taking you back to Baltimore. 

And the reason I do that is because if you turn two pages. 
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back from this particular report, which has to do with the 

Baltimore organization, the question is whether based upon that 

divin the investigation should continue of the Baltimore 

group, and the decision is that you will continue to follow 

and report on the activities of the group. 

And I just wondered why -~- 

Mr. Adams. This is a problem that we have, that we do 

have organizations where sometimes the -- the Women's Liberatio 

group is not a good example because that was washed out, but 

we do have organizations where -~ 

The Chairman. What was washed out? Not the Women's 

Liberation movement? 

Mr. Adams. No, the investigation indicated there was 

no concern or no reason to be concerned about it. 

But where you do have an organization that has branches 

in many areas of the country, and you start with one place and 

it looks like you have a subversive iit ted i. you do have 

to see, well, is this carried.out.throughout the organization 

or is it just one chapter.or one group? In other words, not 

even an organizational problem.. 

The Chairman. But you see, in this -- the trouble with 

that is in this Baltimore organization you say in your own 

report that it was independent, there was no structure or 

plans, so it isn't a part 

- of a national controlled and directed organization called by 
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your own admission = 

Mr. Adams. I believe this report had some subsequent 

pages that aren't included in here that did show some additional 

activity or influence. 

The Chairman. I am told by the staff that this summary is 

aesueces, and the only other thing contained was that these 

women had affiliations with an organization that had protested 

the war in Baltimore. 

Mr. Adams. I think there were some other items. 

The Chairman. That is the only other association that 

we have been able to determine. 

Now, in a case of this kind, do you still carry -- you say 

this has been closed. Apparently the Women's Liberation move- 

ment is no longer under suspicion by the FBI and the case has 

been closed. What happens when the case is closed? Are those 

women's names still left in.the files? 

Are they forever more contained? 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

The Chairman. In the system? Yes. There is no -- yes. 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

The Chairman. Pretty eson on will have us all in the 

system. 

I mean, if there is no way, even after surveillance has 

been terminated to terminate the references of individuals 

through the files of the system, you will one day have us all, 
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1 i} won't you? 

2 Mr. Adams. Well, I would say as part of a normal business 

3 record, when we do make a judgment that an organization should 
Phone (Area 202) 544-6000 

A be investigated and we investigate it, and then we find activities 

5 || but we make a conclusion that there is no additional problem 

6 here, this is a record of our official action. Now, if we 

9 destroy it, at what point do we get into a situation of being 

8 accused of doing things and then destroying things to keep from 

9 showing what we do? 

10 The critical thing on this is whether we are able, and we 

11 || do set up safeguards, where information in our files is not 

12 misused at a later date, and that is what these guideline . 

13 committees are all about. 
@ 
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The Chairman, Do you have: aay idea of how many names of 

Americans you keep in your files all as a result of the 

cumulative effect of all of these surveillances in all of 

these cases? 

Mr, Adams. No, I don't. | 

Tha Chairman. It's in the mMLillions, isn't it? 

Mr, Adams. Wa have 6 1/2 million files. 

the Chairman. You have 6 1/2 million files? 

Mr, Adams. Yes, sir. 

The Chairman. And there are surely names of more than 

one person typically in a file, aren't they? 

Mr. Adams. But it is a rather large country. 

The Chairman. That's a large number of files to start 

with, and if you have multiple names in them, you ars quickly 

up in to the, you know, 20, 30, 40 million. 

Mr, Adams. Right. But many of ‘ness Fives ars 

applicant files. They are not all subversive files. They are 

not all criminal files. We have a million crimes of vicléence 

each year. 

There is a million people. 

The Chairman. Sure, and I wish you had more time to 

spend on eueee crimes of violence. 

Mr. Adams. I do too. 

The Chairman. There we agree. 

‘Mr. Adams. Right. 
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The Chairman, What I worry about is this. You say there's 

no way to know when to closé# a file. Thése were surveillance 

Files, ox originally opened up to determine whether organizations 

Might have subversive connections. — } ns 

There areé names in éheee: eres: so some damagogue comes 

along and Says against some public figure that his name is 

contained in a cértain file to be found in the subversive 

files of the FBI and there it is. He has betes misstatement 

at all. But to the American people that man's name and 

reputation has been scarred. 

Mr. Adams.- And I hope this Committee recognizes that 

and recommends legislation that would énforce strong punitive 

or criminal Pietevions against misuse of information in the 

files, We feel this way, CIA feels this way. We recognize 

we have a lot of senstedye. Gaeoniarien in it. We fire our 

employees if we find them misusing information. We feel 

we need additional sanétions in this area. 

I don't think we can ever stop the accumulation of 

information. I don't know an investigative agency in the 

world, a law enforcement agency, that does abe have to 

accumulate information. And we are working on guidslines 

as to how to get rid of the irrelevant information, how to 

ee material that réally does not nead to be kept, 

that we hope we will be ables to come to Congress with these 

guidelines before too long, which will help address itself 

e * 
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to just some of these problems. 

The Chairman. Well, you may be assured that the 

Committee sharas your objective in this regard and we will 

be. working with you rs the Department of Justices and others 

to try and change the laws.to give a@ gréater measure of 

protection to the First Amendment rights of ie American people. 

'I have no further questions. Are cee any other 

questions. . | 

Senator Mondale? 

Senator Mondale. Mr, Adams, éarlier, in inquiring about 

the basis for investigating Dr. King, I thought I heard two 

baste justifications. Ons, suspicion and fear of Communist 

influence or infiltration. And secondly, "that he constitute 

a threat to the success of the Negro movement." 

Did I understand that second basis? 

_ Mr. Adams. No. The first I was talking about was not 

Suspicion but information indicating Communist influence. 

The second was on tie quaseten of motivation that you raised, 

I don't know what their motive was to get to some of these 

other activities in order to discredit .and remove him, but it 

Was a question -- apparently, they must have felt that he 

was a threat to either as shown in the files the peactocnie 

and Attorney eneral expressed concern about the civil rights 

movement and “his continued affiliation with some of these 

people. 
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© q Senator Mondale... Would you agrsé that it would not be 

5 3 Sy, er 
é a proper basis for an investigation for the FBI or any other 

4 ea 
government official to be concerned about the success of tha 

negro movement? Si eee ee 

In other words, that. is not a valid -- 

. Mr. Adams. I have no problem. 

Senator Mondale. All right. So let us take the one 

° ground that appears to have justified the investigation of 

10 Dr. King and thé investigation of the women's liberation 

11 movement -- the fear that "dangerous influences might 
2 

oe infiltrate thesé organizations." 
QO 
& ’ 

© $ 15 Suppose it’is true. Suppose that a Communist did 

i4 have influence over Dr. King, or suppose an SDS member 

1S | infiltrated and became a dominant influence in a chapter of 

16 | the women's liberation movement and you established it as 

LV a fact. What would you do? 

18 Assuming that we can't gst into this harassing and so 

19 on, you agree that that no longsr has aay validity. So what? 

20 Wnat do you have? } 

el Mr.,Adams. We have potential Violations which might 

ae arise, which rarely come to fruition and haven't for many 

aS years, but we do havé an intelligence responsibility under 
Ee a : 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 24 she directives from the President and the Attorney General. - 

25 1 that is, with a revolutionary group, like the Communist Party 
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has taken over control of a domestic group and ths Communist 

Party is operated by the Soviet Union. We would furnish that 

information as wé do. Evary copy of our reports goes to the . 

Department of Justice. — ae | . oat 

Sanator Mondale. -Right. But r just want to get the 

King casé ee I understood, he was being investigated 

for the Peaeon that it was feared that a Communist or 

Communists ee suspected of being Communists, or 

known to be Communists, were gaining. influence over him. 

Suppose you established that. What present use or 

need is there for that information? 

Mr. Adams. I feel that the President, the Attorney 

Géneral, the Executive Branch, needs - know the extent of 

a foreigh-directed Communist organization, its ieieetes and 

effect on the United States of America.. | 

Senator Mondale, All right. So if such information 

is valid and an investigation to seek it are necessary, is 

there any limit on the investigative authority of the FBI? 

We have just heard about the women's liberation movement 

where we were fearful that’ New Left, SDS types might heve 

an influence. That justified that investigation. We now 

have your statement that we were fearful that some Communists 

Might have influsnce over Dr. King, and ‘ieee: he was 

thoroughly iiiiemtied. - _ } 

Are there any’ limits.then on who can be investigated? 
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Mr. Adams. Well, the only limits are that we must 

relate it toa aeulbagecy basis of one of the Presidential 

guidelines we have or the criteria we have, which criteria 

are receiving scrutiny at the present patie by Congress. : They 

have in the past by the- Departmant of Justice, and this is the 

aa guidelines. This whole area of domestic security is 

wae we need guidelines in. | 

Senator Mondale. Right. And: you would agreés, we talked 

about this earlier, that being a Communist is not a crime. 

Mr. Adams. No, it has not been a crime. | 

Senator Mondale. So that thé whole basis for this has 

.to apparently stem from a Presidential directive, you think 

has‘ tasked you’ to do this. 

Mr. Adams. Yes. 

Senator Mondals. Just a few other Bente. 

In 1970, 11/6/70, a telegram from Newark to the Director 

went forth proposing that the following telegram be sent: 

"Word received. Food donated to party be anbiiiberntion 

Whites pigs contained ee Guastonas, ceeds: diarrhea, 

Severe stomach pains... Destroy all food donated for convention 

suspected of poison. | } 

"However, still required to meet your quota. Signed, 

Ministry of euSOE MES TOME, 

And this was a telegram that was ‘to be sent from Oakland, 

California to the Jérsey City, New Jersey headquarters. The 
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8 ‘then consider having the laboratory treat fruit, such as 

5 oranges, with mild iexatawa type drug by hypodermic needle 

4 or other appropriate method and ship fruit as a donation from 

9 || a fictitious person in Miami. to the Jersey City headquarters. 

6 The answer then from thé Director of the FBI: 

@ "The Bureau cannot authorize the eas of fruit to 

8 be shipved to Jersey City because of lack of control over the 

9 treated eruit in. transit. However, Néewarks's proposed 

| 10 telegram regarding food collected for the Revolutionary 

11 || People's Constitutional Convention has merit." 

Le | ' How did you ever get to a point like that? 

135 _ Mr, Adams. I don't know. What was the response from 
WARD & PAUL 

14 | Newark and then the final answer taken? 

15 Senator Mondale. It was turned down because they 

16} couldn't control transit, but they thought it was a good idea. 

17 Do you think that's a good idea? 

18 Mr. Adams. No, I don't. I think that -~- 

19 Senator Mondale. How did we ever get to the point that 

20 this kind of insané suggestion violating everyone's civil 

21 liberties based on government-sponsored fraud? How does 

22] anyone sever consider somsthing like that? 

410 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003 

RO Mr. Adams. I don't know. 

& | . 
@ 24 Senator Mondale. One final point. 

2D When we interviewed one of your formsr employees, he 
% 
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referred to something I never heard of befors called a no- 

contact list. He did i jokingly bécause he said when the 

Popé agreed to see Martin Luther. King, he was sure hé would be 

put on. the no-contact list thereafter. . eae 

Can you tell mé-wWhat.that list is? 

Mr. Adams. Not in any specific detail: I know that at 

oné time there a 4. there would be a list that if an agent 

interviewed an individual and this individual ahiieal a storm 

or a ruckus and we didn't want some other agent stumbling 

out theres and interviewing the same person, that we would make 

Sure that they were aware of the fact that further contacts 

6f this individual would result in a problem. 

Senator Mondalé. All right. Now on 6/24/71, ina 

sae to Clyde Tolson, it eatces to a conférencs on 8/26/71 

with certain -- it looks like about 10 members of the FBI. 

And this is what it sae 

"Pursuant to your instruction,. members of the conference 

were briefed concerning: recent attempts by various newspapers 

and reporters to obtain information about or from FBI 

personnel. Members were specifically advised that there oT 

bs absolutely no conversations with or answers from any of 

the representatives of the Washington” -- something. Oh here, 

from the Washington Post, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, 

“CBS and iliBC. 

“The only acceptable answer to such inquiries is no 
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' gomment. ” 

Now Senator Huddleston #garlier asked about efforts to 

influence newspapers and media outlet. 

Does this trouble you, a decision not to answer questions 

from certain selected media outlets? 

Mr. Adams. It is not the policy today. I think this 

has been aired in the past. There was a period of time 

wherein Mr. Hoover, in reacting to criticism from some of these. 

newspaper men, where he felt he hadn't besn given a fair 

Shake, or for some other reason, that he felt that they should 

be told no comment, and he instructéd they be told no comment. 

The motivations Tf am not in a position to discuss, but 

I can tell you that there has been no ee policy in the 

last several years that i ney oe: . 

Senator Mondale. If you could submit for us, if you 

can find it, the no-contact list, I would appreciate that. 

I have some other .questions i will submit for the 

record, Mr. Chairman. 

The Chairman. Very well. I just have one final follow-up 

question on Ssnator Nenana se Auvervogation, 

I continue to be somewhat fascinated by how long these 

investigations go, and when, if ever, they are stopped. 

Apparently they never come out of the files, whatever is 
5 & . : as . 

found. But Senator Mondale raised the point of a suspicion 

that in the Martin Luther King case, an advisor, he was 
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getting advics from a person who had or was thought to have 

Communist leanings. 

And so without using the a Silay becausé we are trying to 

protect “privacy as we conduct’ this investigation -— : 

Mr. Adams. I think we have a little more problem than 

that, too, Senator. — = | 

The sewieaie f snSase using a Mister X in place of 

the name. What I am trying to. get at is when the Bureau, 

dhae eae criteria is for pursuing an investigation, for 

ohevidns the matter, and this is the kind of a via that 

leaveS'mé So perplexed, This has to do with a reply to the 

New oxi office iat tid Bureau here in Washington. | 

the part I read to you is as follows: 

"The Bureau does not agree with the expressed belief 

of che New York offices that Mr. X is not sympathetic to the 

Party cause. While there may not be any direct evidence that 

Mr. X is a Communist, neither. is there any substantial 

evidence that he is anti-Communist." 

And so the directions are to continue the iupdshigation 

sents matter. And in cases of this kind, do you pursue 

the investigation until. you prove the negative? 

Mr Adams. No. I believe in that particular cass, if 

it is the one I am thinking about, that there was evidence 

that at one ee ke had been a Communist and that there was 

a. question of whether the office felt -- well, it's like we 
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have had some Situations where a person aaa out and publicly 

disavows their former leanings. } 

Do you take them at words right away after they have 

been snaaded in eiidient activities, or do you walt until - 

you dctevniae Saat they really have carried through the dis- 

avowed practice? . | 

That's a gray area. This one seems like on the wording 

itself, would sesm like an extreme philosophy, leaning towards 

averyons has to prove in the United States they are Bee 

a Communist, and I can assure that is not a policy of the 

Bureau and does not fit into the re of our genéral 

investigative matters. 

I just ‘feel that there is more to it than just that 

brief paragraph. 

The Chairman. That particular Kind of philosophy has 

kept up in cur life from time to time. I remember during 

the days of McCarthyism in this country, we came very close 

to the point where ee had to prove that they were: not 

now or had nevar been a Communist in order to establish tien 

Selves as patriotic citizens. 

Mr. Adams. That's right. That's rue. 

The Chairman. And when I sse standards of this kind. 

or criteria of this kind emerging, ea clean me very much. 

T have no further questions. I want to thank you 

both. If there -are no further. questions, I want to thank 
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gsig 12 _ you both for your testimony this morning. It has been very 

N ; . 

e g . helpful to the Committée, and the Committee will stand adjourned 

é ° i until- 2:00. 

: We Will stand adjourned in public Session. Our next 

public sassion will be 2:30 tomorrow afternoon for purposes 

om of press questioning on the assassination report. 

U (Whereupon, at 1:07 o'clock p.m., the Committes adjourned, 

to réconvene at 2:30 o'clock p.m., Thursday, November 20, 

9 1975.) 
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